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1
WHY NEW MEXICO
SHOULD BE ADMITTED

SLOT MACHINES

A

PROHIBITED TOO

IE

Few Reasons Advanced By Territorial Statehood LeagueFigures
Are , Officlal.l

L

neat little card has just been isTerritorial Statehood
League containing ,"a few reasons

BANK

IN

A

sued by the

Says Attorney Gen-

eral Anent

Anti-Gambli-

Recommends Such
. in His Report

why New Mexico should be admitted"
and then follows a fund of .data told
in
wnich was compiled from official figures taken from

ng

terse-paragrap-

Law

and territorial records.
The card is a very good advertisement as it tersely describes the rapid
growth of the territory and its reEFFECT
OPINION
sources. At the bottom is the quotation "Territorial government is the
wet nurse of Citizenship
and New
Holds They are Games of Mexico reached years of discretion
ago." Some of the reasons why
Chance Same as Faro long
New Mexico should be given state-- ;
and Roulette.
hood as enumerated on the card are
U. S.

jFtHAT

One of the very first legal opinions to be rendered by Attorney General James M. Hervey who entered
upon the discharge of his official duties a few days ago is one relating to
the legality of operating games of
chance in the form of slot machines
after January 1, 190s, when the
law enacted by the recent
legislature will take effect. He holds
that it will be unlawful to operate
these mechanical devices in New
Mexico after the date when gambling is prohibited, although slot machines are not specifically mentioned
in the statute referred to.
The first section of the newly enlaw mentions alacted
most every game of chance In which
money or "chips" are used with the
efflceptlon of slot machines but Attorney General Hervey is of the opinion that the act is amply sufficient to
prohibit the running or operating 'of
slot machines nevertheless. The first
section of the statute follows:
"It shall hereafter be unlawful to
rim or operate any banking games
of chance, such as faro, monte, pass-farg

g

as follows:
"New Mexico has an area of Vl'l,- 469 square miles.
"New Mexico has a population of
over 400,000.
"New Mexico has a population great
er than that of Idaho, Delaware, Ne
vada or Wyoming.
"New Mexico has a larger ' native
born American population than any
other state admitted in the last few
of
years, with the exception
-

.

"New Mexico has 3,500 miles of
railroads in operation.
"New. Mexico has 2,000 miles of
railroads in contemplation.
"New Mexico has 8,809,840,000 tons
of coal available.
"New Mexico
head of
sheep.
"New Mexico has an annual output
of wool of 25,000,000 pounds.
"New Mexico has 546,597 head of
0
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New

Mexico's Hustling Delegate is
Always Working for Benefit of
His Constituents.

Washineton. Dec. ifi rw.i
drews of New Mexico, has introduced
the following bills since the opening
of

Forty-eight-

h

To place John Cowley, who served
32 years in the navy, on the retired
list. Referred to naval affairs

The court of claims to examine the
Indian depredation claims of Bias Lucero, late of Albuquerque, New Mexi-

-

-

"

IFOR

PAC1FK

Mightly

Squadron
Starts on 14,000
Mile Cruise
GREAT

SEND-OF- F

President Roosevelt Reviews
Giant Warships as They
Pass Out to Sea.

v,

:

.,

.

Joseph McQuillin,
A,
Old Point Comfort, Va., Dec. 16.
Company
Seventh Massachusetts, Increase of The backbone of the American
navy
pension to $30 per month.
consisting of sixteen
battleEmeline Dalton, widow of John Dal- - ships under command of Rear Admiton, Company A, Third New Mexico ral RoUey D. Evans, set sail
today
Mounted Infantry, increase of ension for the Pacific
ocean, a fourteen thouto $16 per month.
sand mile cruise which nas set all the
Lieutenant
first-clas- s

Colonel

E. W.

Eaton, world to talking.

First New Mexico Volunteer Infan
in review before the
Parading
try, increase of pension to $75 per President of the
United hitatew find
month.
as they went the stately white
aluting
Milo L. Pierce, Company B, Second
essels drew their anchors from the
Illinois Volunteer Cavalry, increase of
rendezvous ground at Hampton Roads
pension to $30 per month.
ind steamed out past the famous old
Doroteo Duran, Company A, First
and were lost to view
New Mexico Infantry, pension of $12 'irginia Capes
on the southern horizon. At ten knots
per month.
peed they went headed for ihe
Susan A. Jackson, widow of W. C. Indies.
The fleet will brim im ..t
Jackson, First Colorado Cavalry, pen- Trinidad on Christmas
eve, the first
sion of $30 per month.
stage of the long journev ending
Albino Vigil, Second Lieutenant there.
Company B, First New Mexico VolunParade Over Four Miles Long.
teers, pension of $12 per month.
The
fleet passed out in sinele colIgnacio Salazar, private, First Regi
ment New Mexico Volunteers, pension umn, the Connecticut, the flagship of
Admiral hvans, leading the way. The
of $12 per month.
Preciliana F. Valdez, widow of Cap- vessels were four hundred yards anarf
tain Anlceto V. Valdez, Company D, and from the Connecticut to the Ken
First New Mexico Volunteers, pension tucky which brought un the rear the
line reached a distance of over four
$16 per month.
Lou Butler, widow of John Butler, miles. Many yachts and excursion
boats accompanied the fleet down the
private troop L, U. S. Cavalry, pension
bay. President Roosevelt's party on
of $16 per month.
Luella S, Gallup, widow of Charles the Mayflower, included Secretary of
The naval dis
C. Gallup, Company C, Fifth U. S. the Navy Metcalf.
boat Dolphin also cama from
Artillery, pension of $30 per month. patch
George A. Rigdon, Company D, Washington with a party of Coneress- Third U. S. Infantry, pension of $30, men on board.
Upon arriving in HamDton Roads.
per month.
For relief of John S. Bowie, super- the Mayflower anchored in the verv
intendent of construction of the Zuni center of the throbbing fleet. Then
Indian school, for services, $2,976. Re- followed a reception on board. Prl.
dent Roosevelt haying a farewell mesferred to claims committee.
W. A. Walker, late postmaster at sage for the four rear admirals and
Albuquerque, relief for money stolen sixteen commanding officers of the
from the safe. Referred to claims squadron. At the conclusion of the
committee.
meeting on the Mayflower the Presi
Serapio Romero, late postmaster at dent shook each officer by the hand
Las Vegas, relief for $1,106. Referred and as they went over the side he
bade them an official adieu.
to claims committee.
Louis Kahn, for stock purchased by
President's Yacht Led the Way.
the United States army, $3,250. ReWith the departure of the fleet offi
ferred to claims committee.
cers the Mayflower proceeded to
To confer jurisdiction on the court get under
way almost at once, so as
of claims of Manuelita
Swope. Re- to take her
place at the head of the
ferred to claims committee.
formidable column and lead the wav
widTo give title to Anna Johnson,
to the reviewing waters off the Thim
ow of a Chinaman, to 160 acres of land ble Shoal
lighthouse, ten miles out in
in Chaves county. Allowed to make Chesapeake
Bay. Orders were Issued
in
clerk
declaration of citizenship by
at
the
same time' upon all the war
Dallas, Texas, court, which was
ships to hoist anchor. By the time
the battleships began to move the
President's yacht was well down the
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ROUTT HEIRS WIN
IMPORTANT SUIT
Court Rules in Favor of Children
Contest for Share In Estate of
Former Governor.

In

-

.

SAILS

co, in 1856 and 185S.

.

-
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Washington, Dec. 16. In his annual
Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 16.
men are reported entombed, in
report to Congress today, William B.
Rldgcly, comptroller of the currency a mine explosion at Yolande, a minrefers to the recent money tightness ing camp in the northwest part of
in the United States and suggests a Tuskaloosa county. A special relief
train left here for Yolande at 1:30
remedy,
The report says that the deposits o'clock this afternoon to give assist
in all the banks reporting to, the ance to tho entombed miners.
a
Fire Suffocates Entombed Men.
comptroller were ?13,099,615,il4S,
hunA message
five
of
over
thousand
from Yolande- at 3
eight
gain
dred and sixty million dollars within o'clock this afternoon says that oui
the past seven years. The total of of ninety men who went into the
capital stock money was reported mine this morning, but seventeen
July 1st of the present year at $3,115, have been taken out alive. Four of
these died later. All hope has been
000,000.
"The conditions which led to the given up for the rescue of tne others
panic of October and November, 1907, alive, as the mine Is on fire and the
were not due to the figures of any victims have likely been suffocated.
individual bank," says the report.
The disaster was due to black damp,
"They were not due to a lack of confi- it is believed.
dence of the people iu banks, but to
a lack of confidence of the banks DISCUSSED PLANS
themselves in their reserves. They
OF NEW ARMORY
feared that they had not sufficient
currency and the result was a currency famine. Tho way to remedy this Adjutant General Tarkington Held
state of affairs is to improve the reConference With Committee of
serve system so that the reserve de
Commercial Club.
posits of small banks can be kept in
banks where they win surely be avail
Adjutant General A. P. Tarkinton
able. We must impart to our cur- returned yesterday from Albuquerque
rency system some element of elas- where he had a conference with a
ticity, so that when it comes to a committee of the Commercial Club of
sudden demand for currency, it can that city relative to the new armory
be supplied In bank notes, without de- building to be erected there. The
pleting the supply of reserve money. Territorial legislature in 1903 made an
These desirable changes can best be appropriation of $15,000 to be utilized
accomplished, in fact can only satis for the construction of armories for
factorily be accomplished, through the companies of the New, Mexico Na
the, establishment by the government tional Guard in Albuquerque and Las
of a central, bank of issue an 1 vo. Vegas."
,, ...
"
serve.
Albuquerque business men propose
to have the armory building in that city
made large enough for use also as a
CATTLE SANITARY
convention hall and an effort will be
BOARD MEETS made to raise sufficient money to
make up the difference in the cost of
Special Session to Select New Secre construction. Plans were discussed
at the conference with the adjutant
tary to Fill Vacancy Caused By
Retirement of Barnes.
general with regard to the size of the
new structure, the material with
A' meeting of the New ivlexico Cat which to have it built, and other featle Sanitary Board was held today at tures. The nuilding will be one story
Its headquarters in East Las Vegas. in height and have a truss roof so as
It was called for the purpose of hav to obviate the necessity of having pil
ing appointed a permanent secretary lars or posts in the main hall.
to fill the vacancy caused by the resigIt is the intention of the Albuquer
nation of Will C. Barnes, who is now queans to have the new armory and
grazing inspector in the employ of the convention hall completed for the
national bureau of forestry. Captain forthcoming session next fall of the
E. Goodin Austen of Las Vegas, who National Irrigation Congress.
is president of the board has been
acting as secretary since the vacan
TRYING TO IMPEACH
cy was created, and in all likelihood
will be chosen as the permanent sec
ORCHARD TESTIMONY
retary. In the event that Captain
Austen is made secretary he will re Defense In Pettibone Trial at Boise
sign as a member of the board propPropound Questions With That
er, which will not only leave a vacan
End In View.
cy. in the board but will necessitate
the election of another- presiding
Boise, Dec. 16. Counsel Darrow
was 111 and unable to be In court in
the Pettibone trial today and the asfr
ing of impeaching questions of Or
TWO OKLAHOMA
chard was postponed until tomorrow.
SENATORS SWORN IN Edgar Wilson, for the defense, how
ever, asked Orchard if Pettibone was
Draw Lots for Terms Owen Secures in Idaho when Steunenberg was killed.
On receiving a negative answer Wil
Long One and Gore, the Blind
son moved to strike out Orchard's
Statesman, the Short.
testimony regarding the crimes he
Washington, Dec 16. The two Sen- had committed in Colorado and his
ators from the new state of Oklahoma testimony regarding the Coeur de
were sworn in today. Senator Money Alene trouble as they did not connect
of Mississippi, presented the creden- the defendant with the crime charged.
tials of Robert Li Owen and Sena- The motion was denied.
tor Culbertson, of Texas, those of
The state proceeded with its corThomas P. Gore, the blind Senator. roborative evidence and Judge Luther
Gore walked slowly to the vice presi- M. Goddard, of the supreme court of
dent's desk, leaning upon the arm of Colorado, was called. He was examthe Texas Senator,
After the oath ined concerning the finding of a
was administered to Gore he was con- bomb at the front gate of his residucted to his desk and signed his dence. . He said the bomb was located
name. The terms of the two Sena- after Orchard had confessed.
tors were drawn by lot. Owens secured the six year term and Gore the
,.
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W.H. ANDREWS BftTTLESHIP FLEET

'
Congress:
That the Secretary of tho Treas
ury be directed to pay to the widow
of Hon. Tranquilino Luna, deceased,
Condelegate In the
gress, the sum of $5,000 for expenses
in the contest case of Manzanaros vs.
SAVED Luna. Referred to claims committee. GIVEN

Comptroller of Currency Says Small Coal Camp Near
Banks Not Depositors
Birminham Scene of
Lost Confidence.
Catastrophe

cattle, assessed at $5,180,622.
"New Mexico has had 25,000 origin
al homestead applications filed in the
last 20 months (January 1, 1906, to
October 1, 1907.) which means an increase in population of 100,000 people.
"New MexiT '.s one county which
twenty-one- ,
roulette, had 500
at last census, and
hazard, fan tan, poker, which haspeople
now a population of 20,080.
arid
stud poker, red and black, high
"New Mexico had in jl906 property
low, craps or any other banking game
at J13.242.746.31.
assessed
of chance played with dice or cards,
New Mexico had in 1907 property
in
the
name
whatsoever
known,
by
assessed at $48,509,097.26.
Territory of New Mexico."
"New Mexico has increased in'taxa-tioin
he
his
written opinion
In
says
value in one year to the extent
part giving decisions to sustain his of
$5,266,350.98,
contention:
"New Mexico has overA 1,000,000
'i
. :
Synopsis of Opinion, of land under cultivation and
acres
"The legislature said that it should
be unlawful to run or operate any irrigation.
"New Mexico has applications now
banking games of chance, such as on file for
permits to construct water
13
now
faro, monte, etc. The question
and
works
irrigate 654,500 acres.
whether or not a slot machine is a
Mexico
"New
has one of the finest
as
the
banking game of chance such
in the United States.
buildings
capitol
games mentioned in section 1 of said
"New Mexico has public schools,
act
and other territorial in"In order for any particular game universities
which
will compare favorstitutions
or gambling device to come within the
of the states of the
with
many
ably
must
of
this statute, it
denunciation
Union. have one of three requirements: (1st.)
"New Me'xico has 69 National and
it must be a banking game; (2nd) it Territorial Banks and Trust Commust be such a game as those specificpany's with a capitalization of $2;900,-00ally mentioned in the statute, or (3rd)
;
..
chance
must
of
be
a
it
played
game
77
Mexico
has
"New
established
with dice or cards. But it does not
December
1,
new
since
postofflces
necessarily have to be played with 1907, which means an increase in popdice or cards, because any game men
of at least 50,000."
tioned in said section, whether played ulation
with dice or not, and any other game
of like character, would come within PROBING GOLDFIELD
the inhibition of the statute.
LABOR CONDITIONS
"A slot machine ia usually a gambwell
some
ling device patterned after
known game, and I presume that Federal Commission Begins Thorough
Investigation of Troubles Leading
there are slot machines patterned after
up to Strike.
is
with
that
known
played
game
every
cards, dice or dominoes, or any other
16. The
Goldfield, Nev., Dec.
apparatus. The most common are two Roosevelt
an
commission
labor
began
kinds, so far as I have been able to
in
of
conditions
labor,
Investigation
a
ascertain: (1) a machine In which
No witnesscoin is dropped in one of a number Goldfield this morning.
beof slots and the player turns a crank es as yet have been summoned
and starts a cylinder divided Into five fore the commission, which will first
over the testimony and Informa
parts, containing ordinary playing go
tion
secured by Governor Sparks and
he
two,
draws
cards, to revolving, and
General Funston before hearing new
as
as
much
times
five
or
four
three,
A number of men are at
he deposited, according to the hand evidence.
the cylinder exhibits when it stops, work in the mines and at the Consol
The idated mill the force wag Increased
or he loses what he deposited.
hand upon which he expects to win today. A statement made by the ope'
is nothing more nor less than a poker rators is that majority of the new
hand. Now, if the legislature has men are former members of the West
ern Federation of Miners.
prohibited the playing of poker, which
differmake
not
it has, it would
any
ence whether the poker Is played by "PITCHFORK BEN"
machinery or by hand, It is prohibited
DEFENDS ROOSEVELT
just the same. And (2) another character of machine is a device by which
a coin is deposited in slots labeled South Carolina Senator Declares Pres
ident is rainotic, bui uumy ot
with different colors and the machine
Many Indiscretions.
contains a disk composed of colors
to
the
the
slots;
player
corresponding
Washington, Dec. 16. In the course
deposits a coin In one of the slots and
the disk revolves; it is provided with of a speech in the Senate today Sen
an indicator and if he plays the red ator Tillman commented characterise two year.
and the indicator stops at the red, ically on financial affairs. He said he
he wins so much, according to the believed President Roosevelt was a
amount indicated on the slot where patriot arid that while guilty of many LAUNCH HUGHES
the money was. deposited, being usual- indiscretions and of saying many
BOOM IN NEBRASKA
ly from one to five times as much as things which in a cooler moment he
he deposited. If it does not stop at would have been willing to take out Former
Private Secretary to U. S.
the color where deposited, he loses. of print, he did not believe the Presi
Burkett Would Make LatSenator
In my judgment this would be held to dent felt any satisfaction whatever in
Vice President.
ter
be a roulette game, or a game "such being instrumental in bringing about
as roulette" and the fact that it is the present financial paralysis, as had
Lincoln. Neb,, Dec. 16. George ifi.
played by an automatic machine would been charged.
Tobey, former private secretary to
make no difference.
U. S. Senator Burkett, began today
Slot Machines Worst Form of Gamb- PROMINENT LAWYER
EXPIRES SUDDENLY. the organization of a Hughes, club
ling.
with Burkett as the aspirant for the
It would not seem that It could be
vice presidency.
Followers of Senaproperly contended that the games
St. Louis, Dec. 16. L. F. Parker, tor La Follette are also at work In
characof
like
or
mentioned,
games
general solicitor of the St. Louis and Nebraska.
ter, or any other banking games, could San Francisco Railway system was
be prohibited and the legislature in-found dead today in a bath 'tub in
The New Mexican Printing Comhis home. Death resulted from heart pany will do your Job ' work with
disease.
(Continued On Pugs Eight.)
neatness ni dlspatob
chuch-a-luc-

Mi

ners Perish in
Explosion

to Congress
E

BY

MI

Seventy-Seve- n

NO. ,259

6, 1907.

BILLS INTRODUCED

MINE HORROR

5

F

1

Denver, Dec. 16. In the district
court today Judge Greeley Whitford
ruled that former Governor John ; L.
Routt was Insane at the time he trans
ferred his homestead to Eliza F. Routt,
his second wife. The case was before
the court in a suit brought by the
four children of the former governor
by his first marriage. Mrs. Routt gave
the nronerty. which is valued at $100,
000. to her daughter, and the children
by his first wife set up the claim that
their father was insane at the time
hp. deeded awav their claim to the
property.

AGED PEDESTRIAN
ISSUES CHALLENGE
O'Leary Wants Other
Champions to Engage in
Walking Contest.

Dan

Old-Tim-

e

Six-Da- y

bay.
Coming to anchor at the "Tail of the
Horseshoe," as the water about the
Thimble Shoal lighthouse is known,
the Mayflower let go her anchor and
stood by to review the Pacific bound
There was little time to
parade.
wait before the Connecticut showed
off the quarter rail. Her rails were
manned by half a thousand sailors in
the nattiest suits of blue, with marine
guard full uniformed and staff at "attention." On the quarter deck, with
the band playing a national anthem,
with Admiral Evans on the after
bridge, high above the main deck,
with the Union Jack at the stem, the
two starred
ensign of
blue at the main truck and a spotless
new American flag on the staff at the
stern, the Connecticut presented a
picture which fairly thrilled those who
saw it and set the patriotic pulse
beating in quickened rhythm. '
Passed Out to Sea at Noon.
President Roosevelt lifted his hat
and the spontaneous cheer which he
voiced was quickly taken up by others of his party. From his position
on the Mayflower bridge the President viewed the entire pageant. The
fleet passed out past Virginia Capes
shortly after noon.
rear-admiral- 's

New York, Dec. 16. Dan O'Leary,
the aged pedestrian who recently
walked a mile at the beginning of ev
ery hour for one thousand hours, has ROBBERS COMMIT
Mrs. J. W. Hall Wants Governor Cur Issued a challenge to Edward Payson
BRUTAL MURDER
a six day walking conry to Commutte Sentence of Klnch Weston for
includes
The challenge
Henry
. test.
Mullens.
,
,
Schmahl of Chicago, and Charles
Aged Couple Who Kept Small Grocery in Kansas City Suburbs Are
of ..England. All these men are
Among the visitors at the executive
Hacked to Death.
e
pedestrians.
office today were Mrs. J. W. Hall of
Her mission here
Midland, Texas.
ASSASSIN
Kansas City, Dec. 16. Mrs. Fannie
was to see Governor Curry and Im- WOULD-B. SENT TO REFORM SCHOOL.
wife of Louis B. Sternto
a
to
him
her
Sternberg,
grant
pardon
plore
brother Klnch Mullins who is serving
berg, a grocer, who was killed last
a life sentence in the territorial peniDenver, Dec. 16. Kemp V. Blgelow night by robbers In their small store
tentiary. Governor Curry as a rule who pleaded guilty to a charge of as- In the outskirts of Kansas City, Kanis adverse to pardoning any convicts sault with Intent to kill on Governor sas, died today in a local hospital of
but will take the matter up with Judge Buchtel, Lawrence C. Phipps and wounds inflicted upon her by the murbae did not
William H. Pope In whose judicial Charles B. Koutze, admitting that he derers of her husband,
district Mullins was tried and found sent them dynamite bombs, today recover sufficient consciousness to
was given an indeterminate sentence tell of the attack. An Iron bolt and
guilty.
in the state reformatory by Judge a meat cleaver were the weapons
.used...?''
Advertising pays. Try it and see. Carlton M, Bliss.

SISTER PLEADS FOR
BROTHER'S PARDON

v
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E
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican Is the oldest n ewspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postoffice In the Territory, an d bas a large and growing circulation
smong the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southw.est.

UN
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THE NEED OF A GREATER NAVY.
The great American
squadron of
has
left
Hampton Roads
battleships
for the Pacific ocean and many eastern newspapers especially in the larger
cities on the Atlantic seaboard are
fearful of consequences and are prophesying all sorts of dire and Injurious results. These apprehensions are
based partly upon self interest and
partly probably upon actual fear.
These newspapers and the people
whose sentiment they express and
there is no doubt that these are
many, however, are too prejudiced
and too much .under local Influences.
They do not take into considera-

tion that the United States has

be-

THE

PEOPLE WILL
CHOOSING.

DO

THE

TARIFF

MEXICAN, e&NTJk JTJCfitlS.
FROM

The recommendation
of President
Roosevelt in his recent 'message to
Congress that the tariff on forest products be either taken off or greatly
reduced meets with approval all over
the country except with those few
who are called the lumber
kings. These are not many but they
are powerful. They have grown very
rich during the past twenty years and
naturally do not care to stop. Under
the present tariff laws and the pres
ent methods of using the timber
which still exists in limited areas in
this country it is but a question of a
decado or two that a lumber famine
will come to pass. In this the thou
sands and thousands of newspapers of
the country are vitally interested.
Wood pulp is one of the principal In
gredients used in the hianufacture of
white print paper and the consump
tion is enormous and constantly growing. A stop must be made and that
promptly, There are vast supplies of
timber .from which wood pulp can be
secured in Canada and Central and
The tariff on wood
(South America.
pulp should be abolished at any rate
for tho next two or three decades, in
order that tho forests In this country might be fostered and timber
again Increased so that in the future
there will be no danger of its exhaustion and scarcity.
Concerning tho president's recommendation the Denver Republican believes rightly when it says:
"Some of tho Michigan lumber
kings object to the president's recommendation that all tariffs on forest products bo removed. They have
grown rich over the protection given
their lumber interests and they fear
an invasion from the forests of Canada.
"The need of checking the destruction of timber in the United States
may, however, prove more powerful
than these objections. Every one
knows that tho forests of this country are in danger of exhaustion, and
that there is especial danger that the
will be conhome supply of wood-pulsumed. But In Canada there are vast
areas of virgin forest from which all
the timber needed in the United
States could be drawn, thus protecting our, forests and preventing an abnormal advance In the price of lumber.
"Both the need of protection to our
forests and the demand for cheaper
building material unite in approval of
the president's suggestion to Congress
respecting the removal of the present
tariff, provided Canada would agree
not to enforce an export duty."
for-tunat-

as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe PostoStce

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six monthB, by mall
) .20 Weekly, per year
Jaily, per week, by carrier
75
ally, per month by carrier
Weck,
glx months
C5
Dally, per month, by mall
7.00 Weokly' Per quarter
tally, per year, by mall

jN'Jfin

WOOD PULP.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLI8HER3.
JOHN K. STAUFFER? Sec'y Treas.
MAX. FROST, Editor.
EDWIN F. COARD, City Editor.
Entered

,
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THE

The Washington Post, right on the
ground in. the national capital and
about as well posted a newspaper as
there is on this great North Ameri-- :
can continent handles the presidential
situation and the powerful pressure1
brought upon President Roosevelt to
talk, in a very proper, judicious and,
fair way in a recent editorial. Its
reasonings and conclusions will meet
with the approval of the millions of
American citizens who do the electing of the executive of the country
every four years. Says the Post:
"Presidential candidates and those
who think they are candidates are in
tortures over the 6ilence of President
Roosevelt. Their retainers, camp followers, swampers, roustabouts, and
hangers-ogenerally share in the palpitations of their leaders. There is
a deafening chorus of yells and a
horrible pressure of 'influence, all
directed against the silence of Theodore Roosevelt. He is beset by letter,
telegram, and note; by open challenge
and crooked insinuation; by politicians and petticoats, the aim being to
extort from him, by fair means or by
foul, a statement that may throw light
upon his attitude toward the next
presidential election. What is wanted, more particularly, Is a direct and
official statement from him that he is
not a candidate for
"No one with bowels of compassion
can fail to sympathize with the sorely
tried individuals whose pathway to,
the White House is blocked by the
stocky and silent form of Theodore
Roosevelt. It Is too bad, of course,
that the President will not speak at
the behest of all the persons who are
willing to succeed him or who have
friends who are willing to serve as
President. Yet, if an innocent bystander may be permitted to inject
a remark, it seems just a little intru
sive on the part of these good people to prod the President so relentlessly. Are they not in danger of forgetting that he is supposed to know
what he is about? Are they sure they
are not stepping over the bounds of
politeness when they Intimate that a
second statement from him will validate the first or prove It a He?
"The public demand for Mr. Roosevelt may be such as to make it im
possible for him to refuse renomina-tio-

come a two ocean power and that the
interests of the extensive Pacific
coast and the American colonial possessions in the Pacific must from now
on be protected and looked after.
In the great West where the people
are more apt to view this question
with impartiality and coolness, the
action of the Roosevelt administration
in sending the fleet to the Pacific
meets with much approval and is believed to be the right thing at the
right time. The Pueblo Chieftain evidently expresses the views of the people of the Rocky mountain states and
territories well and precisely in an
editorial which is well worth reading
and considering. Says the Chieftain:
"In nothing will the cruise of the
battleships to the Pacific be more valuable to the nation than in the demonstration of the double frontage of
this country. Ever since its beginning the great republic has faced the
Mpnt'" and this has been the atti-;recivilized nations,
ption. But the victory
.ussia and the awaken-la- s
brought about a
It is not sufficient for
we safeguard our At-- d
leave the Pacific
ances of peace or war.
cou.
The Pacittc coast demands consideration of and for Itself, and no nation
situated as we are situated can afford
to neglect its evident duty.
"Great Britain also, by reason of
its possession of Australia and India
and Canada, is confronted with a similar problem, and has solved It, teman alliance
porarily, by concluding
with Japan, a cheap substitute for a
Rreater navy and an enormous
for coast defenses.
The Post has
and
"It will be surprising If we do not expressed the opinion that, as matters
hear in the near future a great deal are drifting, this may be the case. But
about the unprotected condition of the public demand is one thing and
the Atlantic seaports. WTlth the
one man's desires another. It Is the
in the Pacific we shall expect people of the United States who are
the New Yorkers and Bostonlans and choosing a President. If they want
Phlladelphlans to waken some morn- Mr. Roosevelt, they will get him, and
ing in a state of blue horror and declarations piled mountain high will
by not stop them. If they do not want
imagine themselves bombarded
the allied fleets of Europe. All of him, no revocation of his election
which will contribute to a proper un- night declaration supposing that he
derstanding of the danger of leaving wore capable of such an act would
the Pacific coast without proper pro- secure him the Presidency.
tection.
"Would It not be well for overeager
"The plain geographical fact Is that
to remember that J.r. Roose
persons
this Is a
country, and we velt is in a position to know the will
n
have got to have a
navy. If of the
people better than any other
wo need a navy at all, we need one
and that he Is fully aware of the
man,
that will take care of both sides of fact that whether he speaks or
the continent. The opening of the
silent the will of the people
Panama canal will be an immense ad- keeps
will prevail? Would it not be more
vantage in the scheme of national de- seemly to leave Mr. Roosevelt's busie
fense, but with the Increasing
ness to Mr. Roosevelt, Instead of
of commerce which that canal
to compel him to reiterate
trying
will undoubtedly bring there is no
something he has said already?"
n

p

TAFT STOCK IS GOOD.
The opposition to the nomination of
Secretary William H. Taft as the Republican candidate for tho presidency
is bringing to the front all sorts of
fairy tales to show that he ha3 no
chance for tho nomination.
They
quote history to show that no man
ever went from the U. S. Senate
to the White House, no one ever sucin
ceeded
to the
the election
presidency from the vice presidency, and that no man was ever nominated who did not have his own state
delegation solidly behind him. They
ignore the many precedents on the
other side." Certainly Roosevelt went
from the vice presidency to the presidency and Garfield and Harrison from
the U. S. Senate to the executive office. In 1892 Cleveland was nominated by the Democracy against the solid
opposition of the party in his state
and he was elected. In 1888 the Indiana delegation was in part strongly
for Judge Gresham, and, at first, did
not favor Harrison. In 1880, the Ohio
delegates when the convention assembled had no thought of nominating
Garfield.
Tho Taft opposers are too sanguine and take too much for granted.
Secretary Taft may not have tho solid
Onio delegation next June but that he
s
will have a large majority of the
from the Buckeye state favor
his candidacy is too well established
even at this early date to be sucU. S. Senator J.
cessfully gainsaid.
B. Foraker, his opposer, Is a very
adroit, skillful and successful politician, who in addition has tho prestige
of being a U. S. Senator and a man
of great wealth, and yet his animosity
to Secretary Taft may not give him
control against the secretary's nomi
nation in the Ohio delegation.
Up
to date the supporters of the Taft
movement ought to have good cheer
and great hopes. There is nothing on
HERVEY AS ATTORNEY GENERAL the political horizon so far to scare
Referring to the appointment of them in the least respect.
James M. Hervey, as attorney genIn republishing an article from the
eral of the territory by Governor Curpublished at New Mexican in which present condi
ry, the Register-Tribun- e
Roswell, Mr. Hervey's home and tions and the great increase in the
knowing whereof it speaks, makes the tax valuations of the county as well
as its rapid advance during the year,
following very favorable comment:
"The appointment of James Madi- 1907, are treated the Tucumcarl News
son Hervey as attorney general last voices its opinion of the work of this
Thursday, is one that gives general newspaper in good vigorous English
satisfaction to all of the people of the and tells the truth concerning the
Pecos Valley, and will go far toward course of the New Mexican not only
inspiring the fullest confidence; In for Quay county but also for the en
tho territorial administration, which tire territory. Says the News:
"These figures are compiled by the
however, good at heart could not attain the best results without a Santa Fe New Mexican, the paper of
legal adviser who is
absolutely New Mexico that always makes the
above reproach and Incorruptible. Interests of the territory its own!
These two adjectives exactly de- The New Mexican spares no trouble
scribe Mr. Hervey, the writer making or expense to always say good things
this statement from a very close per- about Quay county."
sonal knowledge of more than a deThe sheep raisers and cattle growcade. There la another point about
his selection, also, and that is that ers of the Sunshine Territory are
while Governor Curry may be new in not as well off and as comfortably
the ways of government he has a fixed as they might be and as they
mighty long head in his selection of ought to be this winter but there Is
aides. With Jaffa, Hervey and Leahy a better time coming and they will
at his hand, he has advisory council make up for lost time next spring
that is not equaled In any state of and summer. These men are among
which we know, and the results of the best of our citizens and when
their association will be deeply bene- prosperity smiles upon them territorial conditions are of the best.
ficial to the peop of New Mexico."
n

bat-ileshi-

two-ocea-

n

two-ocea-

vol-.im-

reasonable prospect that the United
States will be able to decrease its
navul appropriations, at least until
some international
agreement upon
this subject Is reached.
"The problems of Atlantic and of
Pacific defense are Independent of
each other and they should be considered Independently. We caunot Afford to be without a reasonable navy
in the Pacific as we have been for
many years, We cannot afford to be
without a reasonable navy in the Atlanticas we are going to be for several months to come."

There is another good reason why
next year's irrigation congress in
Albuquerque should be a success.
Considering the large number of saloons that have existed in the Duke
years
City for the past twenty-sevethe Albuquerqueans have evidently
had considerable experience In
n

Governor George Curry's swinging
around the circle in the Sunshine Territory is doing great good In many
directions, especially in this that
his visits are occasions during which
'the people get together" and become imbued with a strong and united public spirit for the Advance-of

the commonwealth,

dole-gate-

.
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORrtEWAT-LAW- .

MAX.

FR08T,

Attorney at Law.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
Q. W. PRICH tiO,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices In all the District Courts
and gives special attention to casei
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlln BIk., Santa Fe, N. M.

TfE

rlRVT

pTIOpi
OF SANTA

.

-

Attorney at Law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
New Mexico.

Doming

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney at Law.
Practice In the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.
E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at Law.
Practices in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
--

A. B. RENEHAN,
Practices In the Supreme and Dis

trict Courts.

Mining and Land Law
a Specialty. Office In Catron Block,
Santa Fe, N. M.

alms to extend to them as liber al treatment In all respects, as It
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety
posit boxes for rent.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Q THE

Las Cruces

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Practices In the Supreme and District
Courts of the Territory.
New Mexico.
Office, Socorro.
GORTNER.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
Catron Block.

Santa Fe

New Mexico.

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexicaa
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ROMAN
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UAttM, Proprietors.

and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
American

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND MECHANIC ARTS.
OCTOBER 2bTH

TO

MARCH

1ST. ,

complete and thoroughly practical course of Instruction In Field
Crops, Dairying, Farm Machinery, Farm Mechanics, Fruit Growing,
Vegetable Growing, Livestock and Elementary Agriculture,
Cooking,
A

Home.

Sanitation, Sewing, Fancy Needlework.

FOUR months beginning October 28th. Prepared for those who
cannot attend school the full year but who are free during November,
December, January and February. Course open to any one over fifteen
years of age.
For further

information

address,

L. BACA,

OSTEOPATHY.
A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
, No. 103 Palace Ave.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines..
No charge for Consultatloi.
2
Hours:
m.,
p. m. 'Phone 158.

LDTHEE FOSTER, President
P. O.) Agricultural College,

DR. CHARLES

2-- 5

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Enalneer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
. icnool or Mines.
.
8ocorrc
New Mexico.
CORBET A SMYTH E,
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
East Bide Plaza.
Santa Fe, N. M.
W.

WHITE, C. E.
(Late Territorial Engineer.)
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad
and Bridge Building.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
,

r---

mmmm

I

Real Estate and Mines.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
Office Griffin Bldg., Washington
Ave., Santa Fe, T. M.

DAVID

"'

k

..'.:.!'!

in....

A

HARVIE DUVAL,
Attorney at Law.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law exclusively. Practice In all the District
Courts and Supreme Court, Special
attention to perfecting titles and organizing and financing land and min
ing properties.
Office, Laughlln Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

&

Washington Avenue

New Mexico

.

CATRON

?

-

L

MARK B. THOMPSON
Attorney-at-La-

-

o

Attorney at Law.

District
Attorney,
Eighth District,
Dona Ana. Lincoln and Otero

0

.

One of the Best Hotels in the West

H. B. HOLT,

-

The patronage of the public Is respectfully

:

In the

' Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Practices in the District Courts as
well as before the Sunrem- ftanrt nf
the Territory.

De-

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Pfopt.
....

Court in Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

,

$83,500.

Liberal advances made on cons Ignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and

District
District Court and
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United States Supreme
Practices

!

Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches. Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all ports of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's term.

CHAS. F. EA8LEY,

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at Law.
District Attorney for Second Judicial

Surplus and Undivided Profits

Capital 8tock, $150,000.

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico...
Santa Fe
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
GEORGE B. BARBER,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
Practice In the District Court and
Supreme Courts of
Prompt Attention Given to All
Business.

!

Assistant Cashier.

M

A. W. POLLARD,

4

TE.

The oldest banking Instltutlo n In New Mexico. Established In 1870.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHE8, Vice Presl dent
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD.

BENJAMIN M. READ
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Office: Sena Block, Pa'.ac Avenue.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
United States District Attorney.

BAJII

E. W. HART.

Architects.
Plans Specifications and Supervision,
Address.
Rooms 5 and 6 Pioneer Bldg
East Las Vegas,
N. M.

BEB6EQE
,

1

PENH

N. M.

MUW WW WW

GENERAL AGENTS. F OR NEW MEXICO FOR

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

MUTUAL

OF PHILADELPHIA,
Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

Rational Surety

Co., of

Jew

York

Court Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
DIAMONDS

H. C.

VONT7

imvii m ni "iinnr-

RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOODS

-

JEWELERY

RIGHT SERVICE
CUT GLASS,
141 Ban

WATCHES

CHINA AND SILVERWARE
N tf ;
Bt Sant

FYarrlic

f:

Eyes Tested and

Fitted by

Up

to

Date Methods

1
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TIME TABLE ALL LINES

WHY SO WEAKf

Entering and Leaving Santa recompiled According to Schedule
of Trains Now In Effect

Kidney Trouble May Be Sapping Your

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No. 1 Southbound leaves Santa Fe
1:40 p. m.
No. 2. Northbound
arrives Santa
Pe 5:28 p. m.

When a healthy man or woman be
gins to run down without apparent
cause, become weak, languid, depressed, suffers backache, headache, diz-z- v
SDells and urinary disorders, look
to the kidneys for the cause of it all
Keep the kidneys well and they will
keep you well. Doan's Kidney Pills
cure sick kidneys and keep thM" we1!.
Here is Santa Fe testimony to prove

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 426. Eastbound
fe 11 a. m.
No. 425 Westbound
Fe 4 p. m.
ATCHI30N.

Santa

'eaves

arrives Santa

TOPEKA A 8ANTA

FE-Lam- y

Branch
Arrive at 8anta Fe Station.
No. 721
11:10 a. m
No. 723
6:50 p. m.
No. 725
10:65 p. m.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
No. 720...
...... 8:25 a. m.
4:20 p. m.
No. 722
7:40 p. m.
No. 724
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
and 2 east, and No. i limited, west at
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west at
Lamy.
No. 1 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 9,
westbound, and 4 and 8 eastbound.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discbarge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. n
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south atd No. I from

.........

the east.
(Homestead Entry No. 7321.)
Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
November 21, 1907
Notice Is hereby given that Cresen-ci- o
Garcia of Jemes, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
Ave year proof in support of his claim,
viz: Homestead Entry No. 7IJ21 made
secNovember 17, 1902, for the SW
tion 24, Township 18 N., Range 3 E.
and the said proof will bo made before M. C. de Baca, Probate Clerk,
at Bernalillo, N. M., on December 28,
1-- 4

1907.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Juan Gayegas, Francisco Gallegos,
Jose YUrlo Ruis, Juan Mestas, all of
Ballecito, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

Life Away Santa Fe People Have
Learned this Fact.

RATON TO HAVE
FINE ICE PLANT

DUE IRK
OH

BIG

Elephant Butte
Dam to be Rushed Completion

n

Con-gros-

y

Valley Development

3O,000

PROJECT

ISILU

FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS
CELEBRATED - HEALTH-RE-SORIN THE SOUTHWEST

?

I

Jose Ortiz y Baca, living on Alto
1LEY ACTIVE
street, Santa Fe, New Mexico, says:
"From a short use of Doan's Kidney
Pills I derived benefit whic'" gives me
just cause to vouch for the efficiency Completion of Lcasburg Di-At intervals for
of this medicine.
version Dam Increases
three years I was more or less troubled with pain In my back and seeing
Land Values.
Doan's Kidney Pills highly recommen
ded for this complaint I procured a
Las Cruces, N. M., December 16.
box at Ireland's Pharmacy and after
A.' French, of the U. S. Re- James
taking them as directed I was relieved
in a short time and in every sense of clamation Service, who ran thA nr.
the word the result was satisfactory. Uminary survoya for the EleDhant
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 Butte dam and reservoir la here aealn
cents.
Co., Buffalo, having been sent back from the state
of Washington to resume work on the
New York, sole agents for the Uniteu
Elephant Butte project. He does not
States.
Remember the name Doan's and know whether the main work will be
commenced soon or not For the
take no other.
present .however, he will go over the
preliminary work and run more levels.
"HOI OY8TER8I HO!"
It Is currently rumored that work on
The first of the season Just received the
project will be commenced
short ordei soon big
at the only
now.
One million dollars is
house, The Bon Ton, where they are
available for the work, having
already
and
Call
taste.
being served to your
been appropriated by the last
s
be convinced. They handle A. Booth'B
and there will be a bill up be-In
come
which
New York oysters,
rore the present Congress for an addisealed cans.
tional 12,000,000 to be used In the
construction work of this project. The
DeWitt's Kianey and Bladder Pills nrst million Is to be in the nature of
afford quick relief for all forms of
loan to the Reclamation fund to be
bladder and kidney trouble. A week's paid back to the United States treastreatment, 25 cents. Sold by Tna Ire- ury by the Reclamation Service. The
land Pharmacy.
big projoct will require $7,200,000 in
all. Two hundred thousand dollars
has already been spent In tne conThe New Mexican Printing
Is headq'iarters for engraved struction of the diversion
dam at
cards de vlste in New Mexico. Get Leasburg.
'our work done here and you will be
Things are looking good for the
Mesilla Valley just now and while
pleased In wery particular.
there is some stringency In money in
There la nothing better offered the other parts of the country the Mesilla
troubles, valley does not feel it In the least.
public today for stomach
dvsDensia.
Indigestion, etc., than Everyone who comes here is particu
KODOL. This is a scientific prepara larly struck with the prosperity of
tlon of natural dlgestants combined the valley In general. Land values in
with vegetable acids and it contains the valley are still advancing and
the same juices found In every healthy some sales made.
KODOL Is guaranted to
The valley Is having a run of very
stomach.
relief.
It Is pleasant to take; It fine weather and tne winter visitors
give
will make you feel fine by digesting are enjoying It very much. There are
what you eat. Sold by The Ireland iocs oi visitors tnis year and more
will come a little later on.
Pharmacy.
Charles Orpin, of El Paso, who
interested In valley lands was in Las
Cruces last week. He Is interested
with H. H. McCord in the Mesilla
Com-lan-

r

new company

it

Foster-Milbur-

PAGE THREE

Company

which

Has Contracted
for
Worth of Machinery Oth-e- r
News of Gate City.

Raton, N. M., Dec. 16. The Raton
Chrystal Ice and Cold Storage Co. has
given the contract for the machinery
for its extensive plant. The cost or
the machinery will approximate ?30,- -

IS

$

A

O

r

1
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STUDY T HE MAP.
The natural point on the New A., T. & S. F. Cut off for the disMbu-- e
tlon of freight, having the advantag of the easy grades and short route
to the East and West, and direct com municatloa will all points In the Ter-rltory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cutoff Is open,
Surrounded by a fine farming countr y. The purest water in New Mexico.
The geographical center of Torrance Countv and of New 1pyIm Th
water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short iine through New Mexico,
Willard is a growing town. Willard will make a City. Study the Ma;
For information, cal on or address

A succession of colds or
ed cold Is almost certain

FRANK

KS$

L.

WALRATH,
WILLARD,

SUCKS XJSXXX XSVVC KVA

REAL ESTATE.
N.

ft

VVS XXS& SXVS SXWt XYVC

Santa Fe Livery Stable
THEODORE

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

CORRICK Proprietor.

I

!

LIVERY. BOARDING AND FEED STABLE

I

CAB. B.IAG138ER

FIRST-CLAS-

S

GOOD

8ADDLE HOR8K8

'PHONE 132.

VICE

Q

g

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

XXXXX SXXXS SKXSX XXXXS XXXX

vs

XXVYX

v

I am Sole Agent in this city fcr

"SCHWABS"
Celebrated Set Price Suits of

first-clas- s

$10.00 $15.00 $20.00 25.00
Fit and wear guaranteed. Sole agent for "Crossetta" Men's
"Best on Earth." Please call and convince jnourself. No
i
i
i
trouoie to snow
Shoes,

ill

goods.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

OJO CALIEfJTE rjOT SPRINGS.

"Elastic" Bookcase

e

the original ancf only perfect sectional bookcase

Bar-anc-a

;,

up-to-

...

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Dl-ge-

Indian ano

made. The doors are
dust-proo-

(8

Wfifim

HZ

BP

Chronic

t?teau

non-bindin- g,

oper-

f,

ate on roller bearings, and
positively cannot get out

of order. Bases furnished
with or without drawer.
t Call and see them, or
send for catalog No. 103
Mexican
By the New
Printing Company, Local

agents. Santa FE,

N. M.

fe

The New Mexican Printing Companj claims to do the besl
of better grades of printing and
binding catera particularly
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a littli
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in tbj
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the pries
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate
knowledge of th
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Com
pany in regard to the next lot of printing. Addras The New
printing and binding in the Territorysays it makei a speciakj
executed and at Right Prices.

,

Cleanses the syctca

7ares aoo

thoroughly and eksxa
sallow complexions cf

Laxati ve Trait Syrup
IRELAND PHARMACY.

5
S

HUN

--

first-clas-

V

Bfcweutfl

j5

"At

Hiram H. Wrlgglesnorth Is spend
ing a month's vacation, visiting
Denver and Pueblo, Colorado.

has a large tract of land above Las
Cruces and which ia being divided in
T
to small tracts. Mr. Orpin states that
business is good and that Inquiry for
valley lands is increasing. He said
Much Demand for Irrigated Land.
"We are having much Inquiry for
Take DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder
valley lands," said Mr. Orpin, "and we
to
our
all
of
have
out
sold
tract
they are for weak back, inflam
Pills;
expect
The waters of the Springs have proven very beneficial and thorIn a short time. Our proposition Is mation of the bladder, backache and
to plant orchards and do Intense farm weak kidneys.
Sold by The Ireland
oughly efficacious In cases of Kidney troubles, Locomotor Ataxia,
Rheumatism, Gout, Neuritis, General Debility, and a perfect Ionic tor
ing which Is the most productive Pharmacy.
of the human system, body and mind.
the
farming there Is. Just at this time
when money is a little tight and when
"BOOTH'S FHESH OYSTERS."
First class hotel, with modern improvements, at the Springs.
in
investments
the
does
Industrials
Black
Bass, Lake Trout, Perch
Rooms with bath ii required. The greatest of care and attention yen
not look very favorable people realize Salmon, Silver Herring, Bullheads
s
and to suit. Mlleg of
to guests and lnvallda fable
the security of having their money la- Frog's Legs, Lake Trout, Lobsters and
roads In vicinity of Hotel and Spurlngs; carriages, buggies and
vested in valley lands which are pay Shrimp can be found only at the Bon
an income. As soon as our prop Ton Restaurant, where they can cook
ing
on
furnished
sadle horses
application.
is all in cultivation it will be self Just to your taste.
erty
1st.
to
June
Climate of the best, especially from September. 1st
sustaining and making money. Fruit
Address for particulars and for circulars.
and vegetables are always In demand, For That Dull Feeling Atfer Eeatlng
hard times or no hard times. The
I have used Chamberlain's Stomach
prospects in the Mesilla Valley just at and Liver Tablets for some time and
this time are very good. The comple can testify that they have done ma
of the Leasourg diversion dam more good than any tablets I have ev
tlon
THOS. C. M'DBRMOTT,
which means a supply of water for er used. My trouble was a heavy dull
the upper part of the valley, where feeling after eating David Freeman,
Faywood Hot Springs, Grant County,' New Mexico.
our land3 are located, is a great Kempt, Nova Scotia, These tablets
thing. The construction work of this strengthen the stomach and Improve
dam is a great piece of work. I have the digestion.
They also regulate the
great faith in the future of this val liver and bowels. They are far super
ley."
ior to nllls but cost no more. Get a
Rev. E. McQueen Grey of Carlsbad, free
sample at all druggists and see
was In Las Cruces on Wednesday of what a solendld medlclnj It Is. For
last week with the Board of Control sale by all druggists.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficiency of these wat of the
Irrigation Congress. He is
located In the midst of the Ancient ers has been thoroughly tested by
over Irrigation and
enthusiastic
very
HOT TAMALE8.
miles west the miraculous cures attested to In the
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivlands in New
particularly
irrigated
Hot Tamales, Chile Verde, Chile
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis. Rheu Mexico. "I have
always admired the Colorado, Poeole with Cuerltos, Me- matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, B right's Mesilla
Fe, and about twelve miles from
he said, "and I am nudo and Chicken Temole are among
Valley,"
Station, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphllltlo and glad to see so much Improvement go
the Mexican and Spanish dishes whicb
Grande Railroad, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,
believer in in are being served nightly at the
ing on. I am a great
etc.
S
all
of
Female
La
line
the
lfM,
runs
to
Complaints,
Grippe,
dally
,.. date short order house, The Euu Tod
stages
springs.
The temperature of these waters Is etc. Board, edging and bathing 12.60 ,gn,
off Restaurant
b
hQW much
.
..,zed
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per ween;
too per I a small
of ground when It is put
piece
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate month.
Stage meets Denver trains under the proper cultivation. When 1
DeWitt's Carbortzed Witch Hazel
very dry .and delightful the year and waits for 8anta Fe train upon re- first came to New Mexico I thougnt Salve. Get DeWitt's. Sold
by The
round. There la now a commodious quest This resort Is attractive at all that a
of land was the Ireland Pharmacy.
tract
large
hotel for the convenience of Invalids, seasons and Is open all winter. Pasproper thing but of late I am thor
and tourists. People suffering with, sengers for O Jo Callente can leave
oughly convinced that the small farms
Herewith are some Bargains offered
consumption, cancer, and other con- Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo are what pay and I hope to see all
the New Mexican Printing Com
by
4
same
at
day. of this valley settled up in small
p. m., the
tagious diseases, are not accepted. Callente
Code of Civil Procedure of the
pany:
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to farms. I was very well acquainted
of New Mexico, 1S97, bheep
Terltory
of alkaline salt to the gallon, being Ojo Callente, $7.40. For further par with B. M. Hall, who used to be the
bound, $1; paper 'bound, 75c; Mis
the richest alkaline Hot 8prlngs In ticulara, address.
supervising engineer of the Leasburg souri Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
diversion dam and from what I have Code Pleadings, $6; the two for $10;
learned it is a fine piece of work. I Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
want to visit it at an early date and of New Mexico, 1899, 1901, end 1903,
Ojo Callente. Taos County, N JH look it over. I am very much Inter Englleh and Spanish pamphlet. $2.26;
Flexible-Cove- r
ested In the Reclamation Service and full; leather, $3; Sheriff's
Its work. It Is the greatest thing that
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25,'
ever struck this country. I am glad two or more books, $1 each; New Mex
that this valley 1b going into the rais- Ico Supreme Courts Reports, Nos. 3
ing of cantaloupes this next year. to 10, inclusive $3.30 each; CompilaThat Is a fine thing and brings lot of tion Corporation Laws 75c; Compilamoney into the country as well as tion Mining Laws, 50c; Money's
$57 Ian Fran clsoo ftreet
of New Meico Reports, full
large revenue to the farmers."
sheep, $6.60; full list scrool blanks.
For Eczema. Tetter and Salt Rheum.
The intense Itching, characteristic
of these ailments Is almost instantly
Gurios allayed by Chamberlain's Salve. Many Cures Biliousness, Sick
fnexicao
Sour Stomsevere cases hare been cared by it. Headache,
all
sale
For
by
ach, Torpid Liver and
druggists.
Blanksts, laskets, Rag, Wax,' Feather and Linen Drawn World
Opals, Turquols, Garnets and Other Qama. ,
Constipation
The New Mexican Printing ComOUR MOTTOi To Hav the Best of Everything In Our Lint.
do
will
work
" tali
Job
with
your
pany
fatness and dispatch.

Santa Rosa

AEstaj&clir

II

ed.

rnnnfictlon maae with Automobile
Ling at Torrance for Itoswell dally Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roeweu
at 12 noon. Automobile leave? Ros
well for Torrance at 1 p. m., and ar
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
hntwoan Runt a Fa and Torr&nca Is
$5.80 and between Torrance and Ros
well $10. Reserve seats oi autor;
bile by wire.
J. W. STOCKARD,
Manager Automobile Line

plaaTcras

,JYxovmi

Mrs. v. N. Blackwoll and sister
nira. uicnarason, are spending a two
weeks' sojourn in Las Vegas and oth
er points on the Santa Fe Railway
south.
Arthur R. Dow, arrived the latter
part of last week bringing with him
his bride formerly Miss Emma Rucke,
The marriage took place at Sedalla,
Missouri, December 4th. Mr. Dow is
is conductor on the Santa Ye Rail
way.
Attorney C. J. Roberts of the Raton
Eastern Railway Is absent In Indian
apolls, Indiana, where he is at the
bedside of his mother who is not ex
pected to live.
The Raton Fuel Company is open
Ing up a fine vein of coal a mile and
a half northwest of the city. The
mine will be called the Climax and
the coal is of superior grade.
Harper Sproul Is spending the win
ter in Old Mexico.
The city council is advertising for
bids for a new city Jail. The old build
ing has been a disgrace and wholly
unfit for use for some time. Efforts
are being made to get permission to
use the county jail for temporary use
until the new structure can be erect

Beware of Frequent Colds.
a protratc- to end
chronic catarrh from which few per
sons ever wholly recover. Give every
cold the attention it deserves and you
may avoid this disagreeable disease.
How can you cure a cold? Why not try
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy 7 it
hl?hlv rfioemmended. Mrs. M. White
of Butler, Tenn., says: "Several years
ago I was bothered with my throat and
lunes. Someone told me of ChamDer
Iain's Couch Remedy. I began using
It and It relieved me at once. Now
m
thrnnt and limits ara sound and
well." For sale by all druggists.
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our time for reover
to
ride
are
We
profits, rough shod, and
going
ducing stock.
we clean out everything in the way of whiter wearables before
we commence stock taking. We want no car :y-- vers. We shall
Here is
clean house. Our prices will make the best broomss.
this
and
ar
on
money,
yt
a chance to save, from 20 to30 per cent
will
that
investment
no
make
can
You
month.
all
will last
this
in anyto
as
goods
your
buy
handsome
a
such
dividend,
pay
thing you need, in Ladies, Gents' and children furnishing goods
of Salmon lnrentory sale.
It is a glorious opportunity, where can you do better?
Look at our prices vid you will be convinced. The thing with us
is to turn our winter stock into cash.
Remember that we always carried the largest line of toys In
the city, and this season it will be twice more.
We will guarantee to give you eastern prices on every toy purFirst of the year is Inventory time, and

It Is

o

chased
days.

our store.

In

We will have them on display in a few

NATHAN SALMON.
THi?

iiMRST

un

MOST IlP.Tft.DA'IF,
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tomorrow morning for Albuquerque,
where he has been called on legal
business.
of
.Eplmenlo Martinez
Wagon
Mound, was registered yesterday at
the Normandle hotel. He came to
town on business.
P. P. Knowlton, of Denver,
who
travels for the Carter Rico Paper
Company, was a visitor yesterday and
today in Santa Fe.
J. W. Patterson, day clerk of the
Hotel Claire, will leave tonight for
Holton, Kansas, where he will visit
until after Christmas.
Mrs. Robert Montoya is expected to
return this evening from Morlarty
where her husband is now engaged
In business, having gone
there to
spend Sunday.
William P. Johnson, manager of the
American Lumber Company, and Mrs.
Johnson have returned to Albuquerque from a visit to New York and
Cleveland, Ohio.
Among the attorneys who visited
Las Cruces last week on legal busi
ness were W. B. Childers, of Albu
querque, Percy Wilson of Silver City
and Ralph C. Ely of Doming.
George H. Van Stone, manager of
the Hughes Mercantile Company's
store at Estancia, arrived in the city
last night and will remain until tomorrow. He came here on business.
Rev. Adrian Rabeyrolle, former pas
tor of Guadalupe church in this city,
left this morning for East Las Vegas,
where ho will assume the pastorate
of the Church of the Immaculate
Miss Clara Olsen, private secretary
to Governor Curry, left this morning
for Los Angeles, California,
where
she will spend a two weeks' vacation
as the guest of her sister, Mrs. E. V.
Chavez, who is now residing there.
Word has been received from Mr,
and Mrs., Max Nordhaus, who are on
a bridal journey In Europe,
stating
that they will sail from Hamburg for
home on December 28. Mrs. Nord
haus was formerly Miss Bertha Staab
of this city.
Mrs. Joseph W. Hall, of Midland,
Texas, arrived last night in Santa Fe
and Is registered at the Claire. She
camo hero to intercede with Governor
Curry to pardon her brother, Klnch
Mullins, who is serving a sentence of
life imprisonment In the territorial

penitentiary.

A. M. Bergere has returned from
Denver, Colorado, where he went to
be present when his daughter Miss
Anita Bergere was operated upon for
When he left for home
appendicitis.
Miss Bergere, who has been a stud'
ent at Colorado College, was out of
danger and rapidly recovering.
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero,
of San Miguel County who was here
Saturday and part of Sunday, left yesterday noon for Estancia to attend to
business interests. Mr. Romero's saw
mill In the Manzano mountains is
kept busy and he finds a ready sale
for all of the lumber manufactured

there.
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Seligman Bros
careful

A

wife will always
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Telephone

No. 40.

LINIMENT

A Positive Cure For

On Page

Santa Claus will make his head
quarters with us as usual,

Stan-berr-

PURE FOOD WHISKEY
Oui goods having been bought
inbond-T- he
Pure Food Laws

have not changed any of our
labels.

"THE CLUB."

HIT PiY

A bottle of

HENRIONS' TAR EXPECTORANT

SB.
Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG STORE.

For Half a Century the Leading

Dry Goods House of the City.
P. O. B.

Phone 36

MORE SNOW IS
PREDICTED TONIGHT

219.

About Two Inches of Beautiful Falls
During Early Hours of Morning-Yeste- rday
Coldest of Season.

Santa Fe woke up this morning to
find hiself covered with snow and a
Two
snow storm still prevailing.
inches or more of snow fell in this
city and vicinity during the early
hours of morning and more of it is
predicted tonight in the northern por
tion of New Mexico. The storm from
advices received seems to have been
general all over the country.
Sunday was an unusually cold day
with a minimum temperature of 11
degrees, the lowest so far this season
and "a mean temperature of 23 &&
grees, which is seven points below
the normal. The barometer fell rap'
idly during the past 24 hours. The
temperature at 6 o'clock this morning
was 29 degrees and the lowest during
last night 22 degrees. The maximum
temperature yesterday was 35 de
grees at 2:10 p. m., and the minimum
temperature 11 degrees at 6:30 a. m.
The relative humidity for the day was
65 per cent.
'
Saturday's "maximum temperature
was 34 degrees at 1:55 p. nr., and the
minimum temperature 17 degrees at
midnight, the mean temperature be
ing 26 degrees. The average relative
humidity was 64 per cent.
Today's official forecast for New
.
Mexico is as follows:
"Snow tonight in the north, fair and
warmer in south portion. Tuesday
clearing and colder In norui portion,
fair in south portion."

Eight.)

New

Mexican Printing
headquarters for engraved
cards de vlste In New Mexico. Get
'our work done here and you will be
pleased In very particular.

China Wat e and Glass Ware

AT COST
AT

WAGNER

CHARLES
,f",

T1
When You Want to Buy,
Sell or Exchange

11
Keep Busy Until You Find

I

PRICE $3.00

D. S. LOWITZKI

Goods Sold on Easy Payments. Large Stock
of Picture Moulding.

Weak Women
To weak and ailing women, time Is at least one
way to help. But with that way, two treatments,
must be combined. One Is local, one Is constlto.
clonal, but both are Important, both essential.
Dr. Shoop's Night Cure Is the Local
Dr. Snoop's BestoratlTe, the Constitutional.
The former Dr. Bhoop's Night Cure li a topical
mucous membrane suppository remedy, while Dr.
Bhoop's Bestoratlve Is wholly an Internal treatment. The Bestoratlve reaches throughout (he
entire system, seeking the repair of all nerve,
all tissue, and all blood ailments.
The "Night Cure", as its name Implies, does Its
work while yon sleep. It soothes sore and lnflanv
ed mucous surfaces, heals local weaknesses and
discharges, while the Restorative, eases nervous
excitement, gives renewed rigor and ambition,
builds up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed
strength, vigor, and energy. Take Dr. Bhoop's
Bestorative-Tabl- ets
or Liquid as a general tonlo
to the system. For positive local help, use as wall

lr.

For Coughs and Colds
Sold and Guaranteed by

The Ireland Pharmacy
25 and 50 cents
41

'
"BLACK'DIAMOND"
HOT BLAST COAL HEATERS
'

Massive
Rotary Crusher
Grate

Absolutely

Com-ian-

Willtiur

top's

Jigbt furo
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

Siar

Conceri

Co.

J

Wm Keep Fir?

Admission
Reserved Seats

- -

50c

-

75c

OPERA HOUSE

Twenty-fo-

Triangular
Grate Bars

nt

Hours

ilii

:

'

lire Bowl
Twice
As Heavy As
Others,

lip
l;;lflj

1

--

V

The Most
Obstinate'
Clinkers Can
Be Removed
,

Will Not
Every Evening and Wednesday
Saturday

and

;

,

How Brown Saw the Ball Game.
Neighbors Who Borrow.
The Blacksmith's Daughter.

Song.

,.

:

,.

MOVING

Change of Programme

,,";Uv $

Admission

v? f
i

4

'

Thuredar

., ,

Monday

and

,,; , .,
. . , . . . . .". 10c
...

.

20c
Reserved Seats
Doori open at 7 o'clock Performance
.

'Black Diamond" Heater Is better made, ! more
will last longer and can be operated at leas
than
expense
any other heater on the market 4 S 0

air-tig-ht,

TRICE, WITHIN REACH OF ALL'

r

PICTURES.

.. Story of Hamlet.
;v ' ''Quick, I'm on Fire."

; .

lh

."My Little oreole Babe."

;

'

Few Seconds;

Warp

Matinees.

MOVING PICTURES

:'

Phone

Complete lines in every Depart'
ment and prices to suit all.

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

ELKS

Is

A

NOW

THE RUSH

Rheumatism, Cuts. Old Sores,
Sprains, Wounds, Stiff Joints,
Corns, Bunions and all Ills.
SHE KNOWS.
y,
Mrs. C. II. Eunyon,
Mo. writes: I havo
UBcclSnow Liniment and can't
sav enourrh for it. for Rheu- matlsmand all pains. It ia
tne most useiui mealcino to
have iu the house."
Three Sizes 25c, 50c, $1.00
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

HOUSE

The

Uk

Phone 41

yourChristmas Shopping

COME EARLY ANlT AVOID

Anthony C. Campbell, who for a
number of years was a resident of
Carlsbad, and attorney for the Pecos
Valley and Northeastern Railway, and
who now holds office as assistant atblanics both English and
torney general in the Department "of Legal for sale
by the New Mexican
Spanish
Justice, was in Albuquerque SaturCompany.
Printing
day en route from California to Denver. In the latter city he will remain
for some weeks attending to legal
business for the Department of JusA
tice.
Mrs. Rlcardo Romero, of East Las
Vegas, arrived In the city yesterday
from Albuquerque, where
she has
been visiting for the past week. She
will be here for a few days as the
Dec. 1
Mrs. Amada Wednesday Evg.
gue3t of her mother,
Brltton and her sister, Mrs. Benito
Alarld, and 13 staying at the latter's
Mrs.
home, 230 Manhattan avenue.
Romero when she returns to the
Meadow City will be accompanied by
her mother who will visit at her
home there several months.
(Continued

Phone No. 94.

Do

keep supplied
wiln
BALLARD'S
SNOW

1

Co

.

WINTER GROCERY COMPANY.
Plaza, Santa

Incorporated 1903

Wholesale and Retail

Auspices of the

Southeast Corner

1907.

16,

.u....i.mi1u.L...i.m

Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington
returned yesterday from Albuquerque where he went on official business Saturday.
Attorney A. B, Renehan will leave

SB

DECEMBER

MONDAY,

At 7:30 and 8:30 o'olocW.

c

....

"

Hadva?c Company

DECEMBER

MONDAY,

16,

CARTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1907.

???
Yoti cannot teU
a
--

i

just what it is that
imparts to dress that much

Can
you
tell

off-han-

d

desired element called style.
You recognize it when you see it, and
suit
you often wonder why it is tha. a
made by one tailor has so much more
snap and tone about it than the same style
suit made by another tailor

It isn't in the quality of the

mere fol'cw-in- g
goods alone. It isn't in the
of the outlines of a figure on a fashion
in the suits and
plate, but you will find it
overcoats which are made to measure by

SANTA FE HABERDASHERY.

Let us take your measure today

and if the garments are not in everyway
to your liking we don't wart you to
accept them. That's fair, isn't it?

ED. EHLE,

-r
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Elks' concert Wednesday.
Moving pictures at opera

house
every night
Our suit prices will save you money.
Nathan Salmon.
Only seven more full shopping days
before Christmas.

Chlrlstmas presents to suit every
purse at Fischer Drug Company.
Santa Claus is making his rounds
Christmas presents and
collecting
docs not seem to be affected by the

llffla

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO I
Prepared to Fui Small or Large Order, for Anything in

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, ROOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

money stringency.
SpeciaL holiday sale this week on
'mmmmmmm
chinaware and glassware at Charles
Wagner Furniture Company.
It Is a wise Christmas shopper who
Far-ofreads the holiday advertisements In
f
the newspapers, and the New Mexican's advertising columns are teeming with Christmas bargains.
Another of the series of entertainments under the auspices of Santa Fe
Lodge, No. 461, B. P. O. Elks, will be
that of the Wilbur Starr Concert
December 1 ALSUQUIRQUl, N.
Company on Wednesday,
Main Offtoe, LAS
M. M.
SANTA ROSA, M.
'
18th.
Come In and lot us show you what
we have In holiday goods.
Fischer
Drug Company.
In the New Mexican's report of the
SUITABLE FOR XM AS GIFTS
reception given by Dr. and Mrs. J. M.
Diaz on Thursday evening last, the
Handsome Veil, Neck Drape, a fine
names of Mrs. Knapp and Miss Nlda
Ostrich Plumes, Pretty Hand
Hat,
King, the latter being a sister of Mrs.
in
Bag, Collars, Kid Gloves, Dolls, Felt
Rolls, were Inadvertently omitted
the list of those who assisted In reHats, Back and Side Combs. Some
ceiving.
pieces of stamped linen and mate-ria- l
Don't buy a dollar's worth of toys
to work It or a Birthday Pillow
until you see ours. Nathan Salmon.
or other fancy work.
Top,
No.
1,
of
Perfection
Santa Fe Lodge
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry, will
MISS. A. MUGLER, S. E. of Plaza
hold its regular monthly communication at Masonic hall on the south side
of the Plaza this evening at 7:30
there
o'clock. Visiting members of the Rite ders amounting to ?3,017.33;
were received $2,730 of money order
are cordially invited to attend.'
surplus and $300 from money order
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Territo- draft.
rial Mounted Police has recovered the
Shopping bags, toilet cases,
bunch of keys he lost Saturday,
perthanks to the notice which appeared fumes, candy, etc., for tae ladies at
In the New Mexican.
They were re- Fischer Drug Company.
Robert C. Hyer, who lives twelve
turned to him by a boy who was rewarded with a silver dollar for his miles northwest of Stanley station on
the Santa Fe Central Railway, his
honesty.
Fine pipes, cigar cases, purses, toil place of residence being In Santa Fe
et sets, etc., for the gentlemen at, county, has applied to have a post- office established there, the name to
Fischer Drug Company.
be ni'Gr and Robert C. Hyer to be
order!
been
the
had
money
as
Heavy
About forty settlers In
- postmaster.
DecernIn
business of the first week
have
siSne(i the petition
viclnily
!lhe
FOll BABY: A new Crib or Drop-Sid- e
at
it
exceeded
Iron Bod, a
week
of
last
ber, that
an(1 11
favorably recommended
by
Chair
local postofflce, the total trans- or
beautiful
a
the
pretty
Hooker,
High
Mug or DrinkW. II. Andrews,
i
actions amounting to $7,md.. There Delegate
an
excellent
of
Manicure
Scissors.
ing
Cup,
USEFUL
pair
Benigno Munlz, of this city, a print
were Issued 203 money orders amount-PKESEXTS.
or-e- r
who
In
his
New
167
learned
trade
the
ing to $1,768; there were paid
TOR THE BOY: A new Sled, Wagon or Velociped,
Mexican printing office, has gone to
Wheelbarrow, an Irish Mail Car, or a Coaster, a pair of
Albuquerque, where he has assumed
charge as editor and manager of La
Skates, or Hollers, a rocket Knife, Hamilton or Repeating
Opinion Publica, a paper published In
liifle, Cartridge Belt and Hunting or Fishing Outfit,
the Spanish language in that city and
beautiful
Cup and Saucer. USEFUL PRESENTS.
formerly the property of Patricio
FOR
THE
GIRL: A new Sled or a pair of Skates, a
A.
C.
de
deceased.
Baca,
Gonzales,
who has had temporary charge of the
Pocket
Knife or pair of Scissors, a pretty plate or
dainty
paper will be an assistant to Mr.
set of Dishes, beafitiful Picture Plates, Reading Lamp,
Muniz.
Chafing Dish or beautiful set of Silverware, new Saddle,
Rehearsals are being held In Santa
Bridle or Quirt, pretty Writing Desk, Wardrobe, Dresser
Fe for the presentation of the sacred
or Chiffonier, Rocker or Sewing chair, beautiful Bed,
play "La Pastores," or "The Shep-erds,- "
Couch or Davenport, USEFUL PRESENTS.
which is produced annually In
this city during Christmas week. The
FOR THE HUSBAND: A set of Tools, Gardening
scene of the play Is laid In BethleA Car of San Juan
Outfit, Hunting Outfit and a splendid Shot Gun or Rifle,
hem and the time at the birth of the
New Mexico
Driving Outfit, pretty Runabout, set of Single or Double
child Jesus. The annual performharness, Saddle or Bridle, Shaving Set and a money-earnin- g
ances during the holiday season atIs
tract largo crowds, and It
always
Safety Razor, good Desk or Pocket Knife, Rocker,
an attraction of more than passing
Couch or easy Chair, Dresser, ' Wardrobe or Chiffonier,
interest to tourists and sightseers.
Table

Compare Our Goods and Prices. We Can Supply you
Quicker and Better Than
Houses. Try Us.

HAS.

VtA,

ISC

(Useful Presents!

Men's Outfitter.

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
ON CERTIFICATES

SANTA FE, R.M.-

OF DEP08IT A ND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

Place your account with ui NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any pur
poie whatsoever, you will find us amply able and disposed to accommodats
you on the very best terms and rate
obtainable anywhere.

If you have valuable papers of any
kind, such as deeds, notes, Insurance
r
papers, etc., why not rent one of
where
boxee,
your
Deposit
8afety
papers will be safe In our
fire-pro-

"

558

yjiEsco.
8.7

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS.

NO. 9

CALL UP 'PHONE

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

W1HAVE
Count,

when you strike this establlshmeent
we handle nothing but
FRIST-CLAS-

S

FLOUR AND FEED.

Those who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are: And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unIf you are one of these
acquainted.
you should give us a trial order at
once.
Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

LEO

HERSCH

Wholesale anu Retail Dealers in
FLOUR, HAY, GRAI IV, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEX.,

CALL AJJD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CHRISTMAS GOODS
3

8

Diamonds, Watches , Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

China.

Novelties,
Leather and leather Ebony

Goods.

Sflify
a. apuz

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

beautiful Plates, Cups and Saucers, Vases, Bowls, Creamers and Sugars, Sauce and Berry Dishes, Glasses and water Titchers, Baking Dishes, Chafing Dishes, Standard
Silverware, Tableware, Tea or Coffee Pot in Alumnum,
Nickle, Granite, Enamel or Tin, Cooking Stoves, Heaters
and Ranges, Tin and Granite Ware, Furniture, Beds
Mattresses Springs, Tillows, Shades, Wall Paper, Carpet
Mattresses, Springs, Pillows, Shades. USEFUL PRES-

Good Cough Medicine For Children

None Wormy
yOU HIT THE RIGHT FEED

on Page Eight.)

(Continued

EX

CHA!

Set or beautiful piece of Table Ware,
USEFUL PRESENTS.
FOR THE WIFE: A Dinner Set, or some of our

Carving Set,

or Affected

Good

peepers

Now is time to put in
REASONABLE

We have the following
varieties:

Mail Orders Solicited.

New Mexico Military Institute.

HENRY
KRICK
'
Sola Agant for

Walbrage and
Ben Davis

LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER
And All Kinds of Mineral

wn.n.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE.
Phone No. 83.

The Famous Falstaff Beeh

Hunter wine Sap.
Rome Beauty,

i Kim

ENTS.

'

1

you winter supply
PRICES

The season for coughs and colds is
now at hand and too much care cannot be used to protetc the children.
A child is much more likely to contract diphtheria or scarlet fever when
he haB a cold. The quicker you cure
his cold the less the risk. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is the sole re-- ,
llance of many mothers and few of
those who have tried It are willing to
use any other. Mrs. F. F. Starchef, of
Ripley, W, Va., says: "I have never,
used anything - other than Chamber-Iain's Cough Remedy for my children
and it has always given good satisfaction." This remedy contains no opium
or other naroctic and may be given as
confidently to a child as to an adult.
For sale by all druggist:..

Water.

SODA WATER,
Flavor
you Daalra.

Any

Orders Filled for Any Amount. Mail Orders
will Receive Prompt Attention.

.

It

Phone 38.
aatauma

Avenue.

lanta Fe,

' t

.,'

1.

N.

K

it

I
T
V

WHY DID YOU COME WEST ?
To rest, recuperate, hunt, fish, breathe fresh, pure air,- see mountain
scenery, get a change, live a new and fascinating Hfe under new conditions,
and ?et food that needs no pure food law.
That's why you came west!
There is a beautiful little valley that nestles between the hif'ieat mountains of the Rockies on t le upper Pecos river; ideal altitude, 7,000 feet, and
brarm with . trout
temperature identical will Santa Fe.: Ita stream
The
and the woods and ranges are filled with : game large and small.
ranchers live the life of the west. There are mountain lion, bears, deer
and wolves for the hunter. There are saddle ponies to be had for the
asking, rooms in a big, rambling ranch house with wide verandas, tent
rooms or a cabin if you want it. The days are never dull. You see a
great ranch eand the 'genuini western life. Fresh milk, butter and eggs-- all
you can drink and eat Sleep In blankets at night flsh la "your shirt
sleeves during the day. You couldn't spend mora than $9 a week if you
tried. Ita the place you are looklrg for. Accommodations tor both men
and women.1,
VALLf Y RANCH, Cecai N. M
Inquire this office o addree'
-

'A

11

RO SWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Army Officer Detailed by War Department.. Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL
IN CLASS "A."
Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or for business life.
Great amount of open air work. Healthiest
location of any Military School in the Union.
Located in the beautiful Pecos Valley the
garden spot of the West at an elevation
of 3,700 feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during session.
Eleven fficers and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly
furnished, heated,
lighted and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W.
G. Hamilton,
Vice President; J. Phelps
White, Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson, Secretary, and W. A. Finlay.
For particulars and illustrated catalogue
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILL80N,

Superintendent

,

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
ING and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Prom

Attention. Send for Catalogue.
griSHOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
610

t.

S&ZJ

Broadway, Lot Angeles, Calli.
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Rail-

Daily Short Story

way Company

No

1

Sunday.

August

Stations.
Santa Fa.. ,Arr
Lv....
"
Kennedy....
" ..... .Stanley ...
" .... .Moriurtv ...
" .... .iJclutotb...

40 p
41 p
3 36 p
2

11,

Alt

The essential points of this story
are true.
In 1092 at Salem, Mass., a number,

No 2

7,000 5 28
8,080 4 29
6,370 3 36
8,2S0 3 00
6,170 2 35
6,140 2 13
8,1251 13 41
6 40 11 16

d

,

Ml

it. k Piic

si!
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In Effect September 1, 1907.
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SOCIETIES.
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Regu-

lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
R. H. HANNA. W. M.

Original.

of young girls went Into fits andac-cuse4 Bp
several persons of having be4 29 p
"
witched them. This started the faKstanoia....
6 49 p
It 19
Wlllarel....
p
mous
witchcraft delusion. While the
7 60 v
Arr....Torrauct..Lve
frenzy was at its height a woman about
forty years old was brought before the
Freight, Passenger and Steamship
court, a court that had condemned perbusiness.
sons for vomiting crooked pins nnd
Pullman berth! secured by wire.
with
At Santa Fe,
sailing in sieves, but a court constitutConnections:
ed in exactly the same form as onr
and
&
Railroad,
Grande
Rio
Denver
courts of the present day. There was
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe RailTothe prosecutor, the advocate, the Judge
with
Atchison,
way. At Kennedy,
and a Jury of twelve good and true
TorAt
&
Fe
Railway.
Santa
peka
men. The judge was a venerable
&
151
Southwestern
Paso
rance with
man nearing threescore years and ten.
System.
He was dlgnllled, as all judges are supt. . GRIM3HAW.
posed to be, and made an impressive
General Freight and Pauengtr Agent
appearance in his robes of office. The
prisoner was accused of healing the
Blck miraculously and therefore with
the help of the devil.
"How do you effect your cures?"
asked the prosecuting attorney.
"I have a charm which I hang about
the neck of the sick person."
"Let me see It."
The woman produced a bit of rolled
paper and handed it to the attorney.
He unrolled It, uncovering some odd
characters scratched upon it. Then he
gave it to the jury for Inspection. As
each
Juryman looked at it the poor
O
II I K
woman's doom might be read In his
ominous look. When
had been finished the prosecutor turned again to the prisoner.
"Did Satan give you the charm?"
"I don't know. It was used upon nie
when I was a little girl. One day n
young stranger came to my mother's
house and asked for lQdging. I was
Mile,
No. 2
Auto
No. 81
jto
111 with the chills nt the
ay
N(Ji,
time, and the
STATION3
nC1f
ttom
Wednesday. stranger asked
Mway
Daiy
Dally
mother
Dal'y
my
why she
Ex. Sun.
Friday
Raton
Ex. Sun,
permitted me to remain sick when 1
Arrives
0
SJfiP-KATON, N. M
4 00
Leaves
SmK'S could so easily be made well, where7 00 a.m
p.m.
7
CLIFTON HOUSE
4 23 p.m.
"52B-7 25 a
m
8 PRESTON.
13
m.
SSS S'- upon my mother asked him to cure me
1!Sa
'X 00
. na
2d
KOEHLER, JUNCTION
loop. m.
20 t.m I: ".'"
5S,m- Then the young man took that bit of
KOJIHLKB
23
;
Iml'm' paper, scratched upon it the charac510p.m.
:::::::::::::: 135:2:
MBJ0
33
ivr:::i
s p.m. ters, and hung it about my neck. He
9 53ft.m
i
9mS:S. ::::::::::: 6 15. S:
cehbososo
told my mother that the next morning
8 30P- 9 35 a. m.
7
CIMARRON
I
!? n 1' Z "ffln.--m
;;;;;JJ;
"'BMp. m'. 2 40p! m, I would be well. What he said came
U
.(..:...lv
i4oP.m.
::::::
n6ioP
a,:v:.:.
ten, park
p.,5: tt7 45 a.
to pass. I never had another chill
from that day to this."
NMlles
21
Tuesday
"And does the charm always cure?"
STATIONS
from
Tuesday
"Not always; usually. Some have
Thuday
Des
Thursday
baturday
Moines
faith and some are doubtful. I have
Saturday
noticed that the doubtful are seldom
Arrive
l22? a m
DES MOINES. N M
Leave
n
l"
CAPULIN VEGAS
140a'S
.
......
55
helped."
845 a.m.
VIGIL
m
1
g
::::
"Describe the young man who gave
)
8
m
ft
222
CUNNINGHAM
31
.
m
115
It you."
Leave
JUNCTION
HOUSE
CLIFTON
42
22Sftm
Arrive)
a. m.
Urrlve
"He was about the height of his
CLIFTON HoCSB JUNCTION
Lea
ionS'5' . .
Leaves
,00tt m
RATON, N. M
S"oS:S'l . . . ..
49
Arrive..
worship, and with features something
like, only, belngyoung, he was much
Dawson, N. M at 6:10 p. m.
with hi Paso A Southwest- - m Ry. train 124, arriving-it Connects With
handsomer."
128,
&
El
train
Southwestern
Paso
Ry.
I Connects
,v,.uii
...
"Come now, mistress, confess, as you
nv
1'
nu
uniu
HOUM3U,
IOr
in.,iiiot?
4 BlttffO
Connects with Stace to and from Taos ana nuzttDeiniown, n. m.
for mercy for your sin, did you
hope
W
&
DftR
.
o.
T?v
ana
,
i1
Mnlnfis.
E.
a
nt
s
m
a
r.
..i. i I. il o n
i irovuu, .nh
ttivu v. w
r ntv.v., av oaiuii auu v.AoiAn
XraCK COunOCUOn Willi
see horns on the young man's head or
'Vf '
a cloven foot?"
Smarron? N. M . Is dopot for following stations In N. M.: Coate, Ponll Park, Bayado and Red Lakes,
"His brow was smooth, but as for his
ElizabetBlack
Lakes, Ccrro,
Ute Tark, N. M., Is depot for following stations in N. M.: Arroyo Seco, Aurora, Baldy,
I could not see, since he wore
feot
Valdnz.
and
Rh1
River
do
Taos,
Twining
City, Talpa,
Taos,
han, Lobo, Qaesta, Ranchos
boots to his knees."
W. A. GORMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
J ' DEDMAN.
Oen. Pm"d
"Did you -- believe him to be the
Vice Pros, and Gen. Mgr.
snperlntendent.
MN.
M.
RATON,
devil?"
N.
RATON,
RATON N M
"I did not, else I would not have
worn his charm or used It upon
others."
HOTEL ARRIVALS
The prosecutor turned to the jury
and said:
Palace.
"That this woman received the
T. P.. Struven, Baltimore; W. M. charm from the devil is
proved in
Wilber, William Wilber, Kansas City; this: That she has healed a number of
Oliver Turnbull, New York; W. E. persons with it who are ready to tesSmith, La Veta, Colorado; J. Redlng-ton- , tify to the fact. We shall show that
Chama; A. Mennett, Sr., Las Ve she healed one Hiram Oldershaw, one
gas; W. H. Rhodes, St. Louis; G. H. Annie Gaunt and Margaret Sherwood-t- he
Van Stone, Estancia; D. J. Herron,
LOCAL
first of a palsy, the second of a feEast Las Vegas.
ver and the last of chills. Healing by
Claire.
divine power has not been possible in
ON
W. Forgusson, Kansas City; P. F, fifteen centuries.
All healing Is by
D Knowlton, Denver; F. D. Nash, Boise, divine power or by the devil, ergo
Idaho; C. L, Blarton, Hopewell; T. C. this charm came from the devil. But
DOLLAR
Hunter, Bloomburg, Pennsylvania; Satan first bewitched the child to
John A. Sovatt, Washington; J. J. whom he gave it, and she has been
Mahoney, J. M. Mauby, Melbourne; R. possessed ever since. There is but
Fall
a
East,
If you contemplate trip this
S. Benson, D. J. Duvane, Adelaide; J one way to stamp out these works of
West, North or South, let us name
Shrine, Ballarah; F. P. Weber, El hell that are being worked among us."
Meanwhile the judge sat looking fix
Address
or
on
call
Paso; A. E. Kaisnor, Newkirk, OklaFor
Particulars
yOU Rates.
C.
E.
C.
E.
edly at the prisoner. He seemed to be
Yoder, Denver;
homa;
G. H. DON ART, AGT.
In a revery, to be reaching back as
Crawford, Chromo, Colorado; BernarR.
do Olguln, Albuquerque;
Griffith, through a mist for some bygone scene.
Cerrillos; Mrs. Joseph W. Hall, Ros-wel- l; When the prosecutor ceased he asked
t was handed blm,
H. C. Ilfeld, Las Vegas; F. L. for the charm.
: BLANK
came upon
a
FLAT :
and
expression
singular
La
Martinez,
Junta; Epimenio
Hill,
Mrs. his features. Then he looked up as If
W. H. Gainer, Wagon Mound;
Thomas Boardman, Miss Bessie Board-ma- trying to extricate himself from a
Frank C. O'Brien, Fred C. dream.
"Let the prosecutor," he said, "and
O'Brien, San Pedro.
the attorneys and the jury listen. ForNormandie.
ty years ago I was a young attorney of
L. E. Shale, Frank Jinsan, Espa-nolAYYS A
F. P. Hutchinson, Aztec; S. B. Boston. I came to this town to try a
no money with
Gomez, Las Vegas; F. S. Johnson and case, and my client had
me.
was
I
to
which
without a
M.
pay
J.
family, Arkansas City, Kansas;
to take me back to Boston. I
L.
farthing
Henry
Michigan;
Detroit,
Long,
went to an Inn and asked for meat and
Cooper, M. E. Smith, B. F. Cooper,
drink and lodging. By tho chimney
Aicalde;
Demetrlo
Rivera,
Stanley;
John Blumes and wife, F. B. Blumes, sat a girl, shaking with a chill. It
occurred to me to pay my reckoning
Las Vegas; A. D. Gomez, Pueblo; Mrs.
by pretending to cure her. I asked her
Nora Lewis, Alamosa.
mother why she was not healed and
Coronado.
when Bho begged me to heal her 1
A. W. Seffel, Denver; S. Paup, Presscratched
these characters on this paOkton, Iowa; A. H. Bright, NewkirK,
and hung it about her neck, telling
per
OkM.
C.
McLoud,
Garman,
lahoma;
her that she would be well. I did not
(FRAY PATINT.)
lahoma; J. C. Hyatt, Memphis,
dream that she would, but I hoped
MEXICO.
NEW
FOR
MAKERS
SOLE
PRINTING
CO.,
MEXICAN
NEW
that she might at least mend. To my
surprise, her chill did not return. In
Muscular Pains Cured.
a few days I asked my hostess for the
The New Mexican Printing ComA POOR, RUN DOWN WOMAN.
"During the summer of 1903 I was reckoning. 'It is I who owe you,' she
most mdoern and troubled with muscular pains In the In- said, 'for curing my daughter, not you
Many a woman who is weak and all pany has the largest
S. Ped- who owe mo.'
run down, would thank Dr. Laurlteen best arranged book bindery in the step of my foot," says Mr.
it was
times
Ont.
"At
of
Toronto,
If
"It was I, not the devil, who gave
lar,
she
of
her
bottom
heart,
from tlu.
Southwest.
The best kind of work so
Cham- this child this charm.
walk.
I
could
painful
hardly
Why It cured
would only try Laurltzen's Health Taturned out Prices very low and berlain's Pain Balm was reoemmended her and why it has cured others I am'
ble Malt or Malt Tonic, because It oniy
have to me, so I tried It and was completeBut it shows that these
Ignorant.
would surely make a new woman of satisfaction guaranteed. If you
to
whether
the
nooKs
bind,
largest
ly cured by one small bottle. I have' things we are attributing to the devil
her. For sale by,
ledger or Journal, or magazines and since recommended it to several of my have some hidden cause that has not
H. 8. KAUNE & CO.
or need any other binding friends, all of v hom speak highly of yet been revealed to us. The prisoner
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 3a pamphlets
Is discharged."
call for figures, samples and prices of it." For sale by all druggists.
More than two centuries have elapsed
the New Mexican Printing Company.
New
for
Is
since
to
anxious
serve
this reference to a hidden cause.
Subscribe
The
the
are
Daily
you
Pills
Riser
company
,
EWWltfi Little Early
and will give you satisfactory rates.
and get the news.
,
msM by The Irpland Pharmacy.
i5 u. tbeuami
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North Bound

Mi

1

R

FRATERNAL

many years more shall elapse before
the medical profession have harnossed
It as electricity has been harnessed and
apply it In place of drugs?
SILVIA LEWIS BALDWIN.

16,

Montezuma Lodge, No.

South Bound

Luis

ttow

DECEMBER

1, A. F. & A. M.

Effective

St.

p.

fluTiifwrOT-mnTn)minam-

i
The Hidden Cause.

Am

MONDAY,

4LAN R. McCORD, Sec'y.
To Los Angeles and San Francisco,
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
California and return. Regular six
1. R. A. M.
Regu-la- r
month ticket on sale dally year round,
convocation second
to Los Angeles and return, $56.90 to
Monday of each month
San Francisco, and return $66.90, 30
at Masonic Hall at
west
bound transit limit on the
days
7:30 p. m.
above tickets.
S. 8PITZ, H. P.
Mexico City, Mex., and Return.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Sec'y.
Regular nine months' ticket on sale
daily to City of Mexico and return,
Sant . Fe Commindery No.
from Santa Fe $63.95 very low rates
1, K. T. Regular conclave
for side trips to different points in Old
second Saturday In each
Mexico.
month at Masonic Hall
Annual Meeting of the Geological So7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
ciety of America, Albuquerque, N.
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
1907
December
Janu30,
M.(

ary First, 1908.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
For the above occasion the Santa
Fe will sell tickets to Albuquerque and 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
return for $5.45. On sale December ecottlsh Rite of Free Masonry meets
26, 27 and 28, final return limit thirty on the third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
days from date of sale.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Side Trip to the Grand Canyon of
Tisiting Scottish Rite Masons are corIn connection with the above meet- dially invited to attend.
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
ing side trip tickets will be sold to the
Venerable Master.
grand canyon and return January 1, 2
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14, Sec.
and 3 rate of $18.95, limit 30 days,
with stop overs In either direction.
This will enable passengers to stop at
I. O. O. F.
Adamana, Arizona for side trip to
Arl-zon-

pet-rifle- d

forests.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2. I. O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening in Odd
Agent. Fellows'
Hall, San Francisco Street
brothers welcome.
Visiting
CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR
MAX KALTER, N. G.
HOLIDAY RATES.
LEO HERSCH, V. G.
DAVID L. MILLER, Sec'y.
For the Christmas and New Year
holidays, round trip tickets will be
sold from Santa Fe to points in New
B. P. O. E.
Mexico, Colorado and Texas (El Paso
Line) as follows:
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O, B.,
To points In New Mexico and to
El Paso, the fare will be one and one-thir- holds Its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
for the round trip.
Tickets on sale Dec. 21, 22, 23, 24, Visiting brothers are Invited and welR. H. HANNA, E. R.
25, 28, 29, 30, 31 and January 1st with come.
J. D. 8ENA, Sec'y.
final limit of January 6th, D08.
to
Tickets
Colorado
Denver,
Springs, and Pueblo, will be one fare
FRATERNAL UNION.
for the round trip. On sale December
23, 24, 25, 30, 31 and January 1st, 1908.
Final return limit January 6th, 1908.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Below you will find the round trip Onion of America. Regular meetings
rates to Denver, Colorado Springs and rst and third Mondays in.each month
Pueblo as follows:
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
Denver $15.80; Colorado Springs San Francisco Street Visiting Frat-er- s
welcome.
$13.60, and to Pueblo $12.25.
For rates to other points please call
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Matter,
on or 'phone 42 or 78 who will be glad GREGORIO RAEL, Treat.
to furnish you Information desired.
DAVID GONZALES, 8ec'y.
G. H. DONART,
Agent, A., T. and S. F. R. R., City.
"BOOTH'S OYSTERS."
The very finest In the land have
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup just been received at the Bon Ton
causes a free yet gentle action of the Restaurant. These are the very first
bowels through which cold is forced of the season and can be found only
out of the system. Contains no opiates at this place where they are
nor narcotics.
A trial will convince
Sold by 'ine Ireland in everything.
Pharmacy.
you.
G. H. DONART,

d
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COMING BACK

?

1

UTE

BEFORE STARTING PURCHASE

ROUND

TRIP TICKET BETWEEN

SANTA FE STATIONS FOR

TRIPS AND SAVE TEN CENTS

THE

I ?'

Mm

Mm

The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to rtUes, train service, descriptive literature, etc, call on or address
.

mWMM

M0W

IiJlB!J0lt(UK

F. H. MoBRIDE, Aent
Santa Fe, N. M.

8. K. HOOPER, G. P. A T. A.
Denver, Colo.

:B00K

OPENING

fjf

TO

1-

-

3

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cartwfight & Bro.,

1

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Flour and Potatoes. Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PRQMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS
SANTA FE, N.

"FHEN
VV

M

In need of any- thin o- on Eath ttv a
-

INbW MLA1WUN WAIN

1

AU.

It will positively bring results.

DECEMBER

MONDAY,

16,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA T
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leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
and
points East to San Francisco, Lot Angela, El Puo
Old Mexico.

2xHI

feet, laid
streeta, with alleya 20 feet
out with broad 80- - and
wide, with beautiful lake and publio park and grand old
70-fo- ot

ahade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches;
large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Boiler
Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several

V

Considerable
acted

Routine Business Trans-

at Last Session of
Year 1907.

The regular monthly meeting of the
Santa Fe Board of Trade, held on last
Friday evening, considered a number
of matters of Importance to the welfare of the city. President L. Bradford Prince and Secretary W. C.
Schnepple were both present in their
respective positions.
The president reported having attended the
Congress
at Muskogee as a representative of
the Board and secured the passage of
various resolutions for the benefit ot
the Territory, which have been heretofore mentioned In the New Mexican.
Trans-Mississip-

r

iW.jM

j

Carry it from

2JK Is

Early
Morning
Comfort

J

A

--

One-thir-

Two-thir-

ds

security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and prices if you wish to secure
the choicest lots.

General Express Forwarders

ii

FOR SALE White Sewing Machine
Inquire 102 Manhattan Avenue.

TO

All

FOR RENT. Two furnished rooms
with modern conveniences. Apply this
WANTED For U. S. Army,
unmarried men, between ages
of 18 and 35; citizens of United States,
of good character and temperate habits, who can speak, read and write English. For Information apply to recruiting officer, Laughlln Block, Santa Fe.
New Mexico.
able-bodie-

n.i

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

In-

Treasurer Shumann ' "reported the
receipt of dues from a considerable
number of members, and that after
good behavior. The petition was sign(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
the payment of the amount appropried by eleven of the Jurors who con
the
For
healing
quickly it's a great convenience, and will
ated to aid in street, tree planting
victed him, the prosecuting witnesses,
make
the
the
summer.
morning dip as glorious a3 in
there was a balance of about 430 in
many county officials, Including Sher
Now it s breakfast time make the room
;
the treasury... '
cozy and cheerful
iff Charles L. Ballard, of this (Chaves)
your
breakfast more enjoyable and start the day without a shiver. The Auto
The committee-oPublicity and
county, and Sheriff James Christo
matic omokcless Device prevents all smoke and smell
Promotion through Its chairman, Mr.
pher of Eddy county, wnere ihe aland makes it impossible to turn the wick too high or
Walter, made a written report of proleged crime was committed and many
Cleaned in a minute
loo low.
burns 9 hours with
of the most prominent business and
gress, and Dr. Mera, who was the senior member of the committee present,
Finished in Nickel and Japan. Every
one filling.
professional men of both Chaves and
also made Interesting statements reheater guaranteed.
Eddy counties.
garding the publication of an illustraJudge Pope did not heed the peti
The
ted folder;, and the committee was
T
room
Mn e usc in
tion
and sentenced Morrow to a year
ay
steps
In the penitentiary at Santa Fe and
requested to take immediate
'
household use
latest improved central drait
for the publication of a small docusaid he would recommend that the
burner
Irighl light at small cost. Absolutely tale. All parts easily
ment stating the various attractions
prisoner be pardoned in six months
cleaned.
Made ol brass, nickel plalrd.
warranted.
U
Every lamp
and advantages of Santa Fe, in conunder good behavior.
you cannot get the Rays Lamp or Perfection Oil Healer from youi
venient form to be enclosed in letters.
Morrow is in jail here now and his
dealer, write to our nearest agency (or descriptive circular.
Complaint was made thatjhe nuisrelatives
and friends will Immediately
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
ance caused by the throwing of maa petition addressed to Gov
circulate
(Incorporated)
nure Into the Santa Fe river near the
ernor George Curry asking his uncon
alCapitol had not been abated, for
ditional pardon before the stigma of
had
amount
considerable
a
though
the penitentiary doors closed
having
been removed it had since been reon him is enacted.
est support given to any newspaper
placed by a new supply. The matter which could be inclosed In the
in New Mexico and that despite the
was referred to the committee on the
LETTER LIST.
fact that the advertising given a
abatement of nuisances.
List of letters remaining uncalled
The subject of the settlement, of the
community is the best resourse in
SANTA ROSA
which for In the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
bonded indebtedness of the .county
building up the community
M., for week ending December 16, 1907
was considered at considerable length
FALLS IN LINE makes more 'trade.
If not called for within two weeks will
newthe
Mr.
and Mrs. John Parey are
but no action was taken pending
be sent to the dead letter office at
new
of
comers
the
from
are
to
the
city. They
passage by Congress
League Organized
Strong Statehood
statehood bill which includes proviat Guadalupe County Seat Town
Topeka, Kansas, where they have re Washington:
Baca, Nazario.
sided for many years. Mr. Parey has
Is Looking Up.
sions on that subject.
W. F.
Berchlett,
will
and
land
test
the
agrlcul
bought
interan
made
Vice President Read
Hon. Chas.
Blanchard,
resources
of
the county.
estlng statement with regard to the 'Santa Rosa, N. M., Dec. 16. Santa tural
A. L.
Blocker,
Is
In
of
reffavor
statehood
Rosa
hearuly
revision of the laws, especially in
Case, Thos. L. R.
erence to the powers of county com- for New Mexico and a strong state- SENT TO PRISON
Capaon, C. C.
missioners and city councils, so as to hood league has been formed with an
Douglas,
equal following of new settlers and
FOR OLD CRIME Gardner, Elsa.
insure better administration in the
Lauella (2)
the native sons of New Mexico. Cami-lEmlllo.
Gutierrez,
of
Sanchez
Is
the
the
A resolution was adopted asking
president
Globe, Arizona, Contractor, Taken to
M. A.
Hagest,
Delegate Andrews to use his best ex league.
Roswell, Where Ho Is Convicted
Hayward, W. M.
of Felony.
ertlons towards the speedy passage
The Rev. W. W. Havens, superinHlrsch, M. A.
of an act of Congress validating the tendent of the
League of
Luxen, Louise.
'
territorial bonds provided by the last New Mexico and Arizona, spoke in Roswell, N. M., Dec. 16. For an al
Marcail, Sam.
legislature for the enlargement and the Methodist church last Sunday on leged crime committed when in his
Martinez, Antonio.
Improvement of the Capitol grounds.
the work of his society. Rev. Havens teens, as a boy who had fallen into
Lobato, Lauriano.
from
A message was received
Judge is strenuously advocating
constitu bad company, Sam Morrow, as a man
McAdams, Jessie.
Morrison, chairman of the committee tional prohibition for the proposed now, faces a sentence in the pent
McGeary, A. M.
on Increase of Membership, who was new state of New Mexico.
tentiary, and his wife back in Globe,
Montoya, Candelaria.
detained from the meeting by other
The Rev. M. A. Hoag, pastor of the Arizona, anxiously awaits his return
Nrton, L. M.
exduties, stating that the committee
Methodist church of this place has a and his homecoming would be doubly
O'Bryan, J. B. (2)
pected to report at the next meeting corner on all protestant ceremonials, welcome, as a visit of the stork is
Ortega, Fellpita.
a very gratifying number of new mem- he being the resident pastor of the scheduled in the near future.
Pacheco, Manuel,
owners
and
bers, Including property
When Morrow was a lad of nine
city. Last week he had two weddings
.Pacheco, SImonlta.
business men largely Interested in the following each consecutively.
Mr. teen years of age he was arrested in
Padilla, Amada.
welfare of the city..
Hoag is proving a popular pastor and Eddy county on the charge of horse
Romero, Apollnar.
The subject of obtaining a room for the church Is building up under . his stealing and receiving stolen horses
Schwartz, Max.
the board, which should be open ev- ministry.
and was locked un in Jail at Carlsbad
Trujillo, Molses.
ery evening and where the various Telephone service across country to await trial. He escaped nine years
Vesper, Karl H.
documents and periodicals constantly from Santa Rosa to Sunnyslde on the ago and went to Arizona, where he
Vaughn, Charley.
received would be available for the Eastern Railway of New Mexico Is married haDDily and was living an
Vigil, Marllla.
use of all the members, was talked one of the conveniences of the near upright life at Globe engaged in the
Walsman, Frank.
over andi the sentiment seemed to future. The local company Is plan- business of contracting when arrested
Williams, J. R.
be unanimous that it was desirable to ning to extend to Sunnyslde and has on the charge hanging over him in
Wood, Joseph.
obtain quarters of this, kind; and the enlisted capital for that purpose. At New Mexico.
In calling please say "advertised"
matter was laid over for the consid- Sunnyslde connection will be made John Van Winkle went to Globe and give the date.
eration of the next meeting when defi- with the Roosevelt County Telephone from this section and recognized
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
nite propositions on the subject will Company which Is putting in a line, to Morrow and promptly notified the
Postmaster.
be submitted.
the Pecos river from its headquarters officers and he was brought back.
Mr. Brodhead,
the corresponding at Texlco.
The New Mexican Printing ComMorrow secured a change of venue
visa
of
B.
R.
are
the
Hallock
Mr.
Mrs.
and
from Eddy county and at the present pany has ready and for sale
receipt
secretary, reported
term of the court here he was found
and correct compilations of the
large number of letters from parties iting in California.
Santa Rosa business men are a guilty of the second charge of the in territorial Incorporation laws, price
contemplating coming to Santa Fe,
either for permanent busines or on marked contrast to the business and dictment ot receiving stolen property. 75 cents, of the territorial road laws,
account of health or the pursuit of professional men of the towns on The prisoner is highly connected here price 60 cents, and of the territorial
pleasure, and that they had all been the El Paso and Southwestern Rail- and immediately his brother-in-lamining laws, price 60 cents per copy.
de- way as regards the amount of adver- Lee Fountain, started a
answered with the Information
petition to These can be purchased by applying
sired; but calling attention to the
tising done. A glance at the columns Judge William H. Pope asking him to In person or by mail at the office ot
sentence during the company.
cessity of having a printed statement of the local papr will show th . poor give a suspended
.

a

Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payment ;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d
purchase money,
cash.
remain
on
with
note,
mortgage ai
may

FOR SALE. Typewriter, cash or
stallment, or for rent. J. B. Sloan.
'

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargs
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada, Meic
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent

m

Roswell Automobile Co,

:

n

(

f&Jfr

Mail and Passenger Line between
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
dally, Sunday Included, connection
with all trains on the Rock Island and
Santa Fe Central Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock
Agents for the Bulck Automobiles,
Machines for all p
Two of the beet known and bes
market Address all communication

Island train, due at 2 a. m.
Running time between the two
points five hours, meals furnished at
Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
notifying the company two days 1
advance.
one of the best Known aril Best
urposes on the market
t machines for all purposes Oh the
s and Inquiries to the

Roswell Automobile Co
Roswell.

New Mexic- -

Rtsbbe? Stamps.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL AVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

o

Anti-Saloo-

I

ss

office.

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

first-clas-

iiii'iiwjLTriiMiajM:iiiinr.miiiil,.iil.i

"

AND

bakery, tailor shop, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood
yard, drug store, harness shop, etc. etc ; ako a first-clamodern hotel

WAMTS

is radiating from the

MAIL

Improvement Company
wimwpuiih'jiiMIj,i,i..i,i,

)Jli&.

jjL

Open your sleeping room windows let
in the crisp, fresh air- -i but your room
need not be cold while dressing
a
touch ol a match and the welcome heat

lalh-roo-

We need a

gravel.

ntm

Room to Roorr

FAia LIMITED EXPBESS,

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded
(many of them improved by cultivation); no sand ot

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.

ancJ

f

FREIGHT T8AIN8 OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVEB THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

JOHN BECKEB, President.

The Belea Town
REGULAR MEETING
BOARD OF TRADE

ALL

BELEM TOWJOTE

the largest shipping point for
wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad
city in the near future cannot be tfctimakeL
Belem is

tmnwi

Cat-of-

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

--

ii

L

The

tion of tha Main Line of the Santa Fe System

restaurants, etc.

A A

Fotwc Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
M
M
UJd UVUbji Located on Belen
of Santa FeR'y

Is'fiVIl

Belen is 31 miles south 61 Albuquerque, N. M., at the June- -

1,000 business and residence lots, ako

AAAAAAAAAA
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PRICE-LIS- T

'

.

.

e

One-lin-

One-lin-

-

:

lie
Stamp, not over 2 inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
e
Stamp, over 2 and not over 3 J inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
e
Stamp, over 3 J and not over 5 inches long. . ,28c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-li3So
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
lf
Where type used is over
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each
lf
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for ten years
$1.00
.80
Dater
and
.
.
in
month, day
Ledger
year
.31
line
Dater......
Regular
1.50
Defiance Model Band Dater.
Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS.
10c; 2x3, 15c; 213$; 25c; 2x4J, 35c; 316$,
50o; 4Jx7i, 75c
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS
One-lin-

n

ne

one-ha-

one-ha-

I

...

Fac-Simi-

le

SELF-INKIN-

G

PRIJITIJIG CO.

JJE7

'
.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

3JJK.C

SANTA FK KKW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N. JBU

PACE EIGHT

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

i

CO. Personal Mention.

S

(Continued from Page Four.)

250 San Francisco Street

N

County Commissioner Jose I. Rol-bof Nambe Is in the city on personal business.
,.
v
Mr. and Mrs." William
Cropwell,
tourists from Aledo, Illinois, were
among the arrivals today in' Santa Fe.
W. S.' Hopewell
of 'Albuquerque,
chairman of the Territorial Statehood
League, and chairman of the board of
control of the National frrlagtlon
Congress which will meet next year
in the Duke City, was an arrival today in the Capital. He came here to
consult with Governor Curry and to
attend to business pertaining to the
New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company
of which he is general manager.
'

.

Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market. Telephone No. 49.

BUTCHERS!

good It is. Hams, bacon, sausages,
pigs feet, etc., at our market.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

We can especially recommend our
ALMERIA GRAPES.
line of cigars and plpe3 for Xmas.
7.
to
25c
men.
for
Pipes
gifts
Imported Spanish grapes very best
Cigars fron ?1 per box up to $3.75.
Souvenir china at 15c, 20c, 25c, 35c. quality to be had, per pound 30c.
Nice to send away.
CRANBERRIES.
Candy of all kinds at from 15c per
pound up to $1.50 per box.
We have an exceptionally fine lot
We will have other shipments for
of cranberries, per quart 15c.
the holidays.
LETTUCE.

TURKEYS.

California Butter Lettuce Is the best
Our selection of turkeys Is always
the verv best. We order Quality re thing that comes to, this market. Per
gardless of price and sell as cheaply head 15c.

us any one can for good goods Lcave
your order now.

Father Rabeyrolle Preaches Farewell
Church-G- oes
Sermon at Guadalupe
to Las Vegas.

J

Yesterday marked the " retirement
of Rev. Adrian Rabeyrolle as pastor
of Guadalupe church m this,' city
and he left this morning for East Las
Vegas, to take charge there of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
to which he has been transferred by
' "
Bishop Pitaval.
That Father' Rabeyrolle 'has been"
popular with his parishioners here
was ' evidenced yesterday afternoon
and last evening when they called
to bid him good-by- e
and also during
the mass yesterday when he preached
his farewell sermon. The young
priest was presented with a number
of gifts as tokens of their friendship
and esteem by those whom he had
endeared himself to as a priest and
(Continued from Page Five.)
in private life. Women of the parish
Tho warmest place In town is in- contributed their mite to a cash purse
was presented to him during an
side one of our storm ulsters. Nathan which
informal reception at the parsonage
Salmon.
in tho evening. Professor Perez's
Train report at 3:30 o'clock: Santa
band after its concert In the Plaza
Fe trains first No. 1 thirty minutes
the afternoon serenaded the retirin
1
one hour late;
late; second No.
Nos. 4, 8, 7 and 9 on time. Denver ing priest.
An affecting scene took place at
and Rio Grande 15 minutes late and '
the church services while Father RabSanta Fe Central one hour late.
was delivering his farewell
Reports from the bedside of Joseph eyrolle
sermon. His voice was husky as he
E. Lacome
are very encouraging.
parishioners from
While he is still unable to talk co bade adieu
which he had filled for the
the
pulpit
herently he is slowly improving and
is gradually regaining the use of his past six years and expressed his gratifor the assistance and cooperalimbs which were afflicted by the re-- : tude
'
tion his congregation had given him
cent stroke of paralysis.
;:.
'
that time. He also thanked
Special holiday sale this week on during
members of the choir who, withthe
chlnaware and glassware at Charles out
recompense of any kind had enWagner Furniture Company. .
hanced
the services with their music.
The, moving pictures at the opera
There was scarcely a dry eye In the
house are drawing better audiences-nightlywhen he had finished. Father
is changed audience
The program
in conclusion
Rabeyrolle
expressed
twice a week, every Monday and
that
the
his successor, would be
hope
new
all
films
are
The
and
Thursday.
same assistance and
tho best ever seen in Santa Fe. They given the
by the parishioners generally, as
are well worth the price of admission
had been accorded to him.
which is but 10 and 20 cents.
Rev. Anthony Besset who has been
The wholesale and retail mercan
as pastor of Guadalupe
appointed
tile establishment of Seligman Bros.
fill the vacancy made by
to
church
Company, will be open evenings until
of . Father Rabeyrolle
transfer
the
Christmas, from and after Wednesday was
at
the services and offi
present
evening, next in order to allow holiday ciated at the
celebration of the mass.
to
unable
are
the
visit
shoppers.fwho
store in the day time, to do so in the Father Besset is also a young priest
who. is known to nearly all of his
evenings.
Prompt and most courteto the fact that
ous attention will be given. The parishioners owing
he has been connected with the Cathestock of holiday good is large, varied
dral as an assistant priest for some
and represents careful selection.
He is a worthy successor
The following letters and postal time past.
to Father Rabeyrolle in the local parlocal
held
at
are
the
cards
postbeing
ish and congregation of Guadalupe
office for postage or better address;
church is to be congratulated upon
414
Marks Stamp Co.,
Spadnia Ave.,
his selection for the place by Bishop
Toronto, Canada; Roman Garcia,
'
N. Mex.; Miss Libbie- Gross, Pitaval.
1118-12sGreeley, Colo,; Miss M.
Miss
Sursey, Columbus, Mississippi;
MARKET REPORT.
Bertha Laudenslager; Mr. Marvin
Mr.
Sursey, Columbus, Mississippi;
Juan Romero,', care of Tomas Alarid,
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
P. O. Box 7l6; three cards without
Atchison 69
pfd. 85.
New York Central 93
address signed respectively: May Bell
Ame and T. J. Davis.
Pennsylvania 111
Southern Pacific 71
Union
Pacific 114
pfd.- 79.
COURT TAKES CASE
Copper 43
UNDER ADVISEMENT Steel 25
pfd. 86
MONEYS AND METALS
Justice of the Peace Garcia Reserves
New York, Dec. 16. Prime mercanDecision in Proceedings Against
tile paper 8, money on call l-rulW. Tremaine Watson.
ing rate 10.
New York, Dec. 16. Lead weak 3.50
Taking of testimony In the prelim- 03.60. Lake copper weak 13l-4- .
inary hearing of W. Tremaine Watson Silver 54
who is charged with having obtained
St. Louis, Dec. 16. Spelter lower
goods under false pretenses, which 412
has been in progress during the past
WOOL MARKET.
week before Justice of the Peace Jose
St. Louis, Dec. 16. Wool, steady
ma. uarcia, was conciuaea iaie oaiur- Territory and western mediums 20
uay. justice uainu, iiaa tuau w&cu o3i Flne med ums 19H)21 Fine 15
this case under advisement tne same 17.
as he did a similar one against A. L. GRAIN,
PORK, LARU AND RIBS.
Bird who has been associated in minDec.
Wheat
Chicago, Dec. 16.
ing business here with Mr. Watson. 96; May 102
He will probably announce his deciCorn Dec. 56
May 57
sion tomorrow or Wednesday.
Oats May (old) 54
May
Special counsel was employed by 52
both sides in these two cases and a
Pork Jan. $12.55; May $13.20.
number of witnesses were examined
Lard Jan. $7.85; May 7.92
during the two preliminary hearings.
Ribs Jan. $6.80; May $7.07
Colonel E. C. Abbott appeared as
LIVE 8T0CK
Miss
counsel for the defendants.
Dec. 16. Cattle Receipts
Chicago,
Avis Brumback was employed as
25,000. Market steady. Beeves $3.15
stenographer to take down the verbal
6.10; cows and heifers $i,104.50;
evidence in short hand and transcribe
Texans
calves $4.755;
it for future use in the event that westerns $33.80;
stockers and
$3.104.70;
the cases are taken to the district feeders
$2.204.15.
court.
Sheep
Receipts 38,000. Market
10 to 15 lower. Yearlings H605.30;
.

BATOS,

QCEr)S,

POPULAR PRIEST
TO NEW FIELD

IMPORTED DILLS.

We have opened up a cask of Imported dill pickles. These are the
We now have all kinds of nuts real Magdeburgs, 2 for 5c, 5 for 10c.
shelled as well as those that come in
the natural state. Shelled walnuts
KRAUT.
and almonds 60c per pound. Stielled
cashews, pignolllas, fiilberts, 40c a
Home made kraut, quart 10c. In
pound.
cans 2 for 25c.
Shelled Pecans 90c. Salted pistaSUNBURST PEAS.
chios 80c.
Italian chestnuts, Filberts jumbo
This is tho best value we have
pecans, and Brazil nuts 20c per pound. ever offered in canned peas.
Extra sifted, per can 15c.
Hickory nuts and black walnuts 3
pounds 25c. California walnuts and
Early June, 2 cans for 25c.
almonds, 25c.
MACKEREL.
MEAT MARKET.
Medium size, 2 for 25c.
2 for 45c.
Try our K. C. beef and see how Large size,

The kind that grows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the booksthat is
1
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
.
.
r
i
II
t
g
DOOKcase maae. nuea wun
doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for, catalog 105 with Interior
views 5howingarranmQeotiDiibrary1parlor,etc.
1

non-Dinain-

1

rouer-bearin-

g,

New Mexican Printing Company
local agents, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

,

-

.

DUDROW & MONTENIE

Y81

w
(

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON

I
I Wholesale

PHONE. NO. 6

m

AGENTS

;

Liquor Dealers

Rctai I

PABST BLUE RIBBON

FAMOUS

BEER

Just received carload of California Wines
Special price by the galllon.
IN BULK

IN CASES

Port

Can-delari- a,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS

Malaga

Naidera

Sherry

Angelica

t,

Muscatel
Blackberry

Tokay

Narsale

Riesling
White wine

Claret

Zinfandel
White Port Burgundy

5--

4

All

Kinds of Picture Framing

1--

3--

1--

DAY 'PHONE 35

DUDROWS OFFICE BUILDING.

102

Lincoln Avenue.) Night and

Sundays.

Telephone, No. 142.

iCOAL WOOD
Anthracite

Anthracite Furnace,

.

Smithing Coal,
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Mixed.

1--

1--

N
D

Cerrlllos Lump,
Monero Lump,

-

1--

5--

1--

CAPITAL COAL YABD.

1--

Phone No. 85. Office Garfield Avenue, near A., T. and 8. F. Depot.

5--

1--

1--

1--

OUR PLAGE
OTTO RETSCH,

,

Proprietor.

.

UFFICIAL MATTERS

BEER.

PALSTAFF BOTTLED
ANY QUANTITY

FROM A PINT UP.

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

i

t

t

SANTA FE, N.M

lambs $3.756.20;. western $3.756.
Kansas Ritv. Deo lfi. fin.tt.ln R.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Icelnts 9.000. Market steady. Smith.
The following have been appointed ern 8teera ?3.504.50; southern cows
notaries public by Governor Curry: ?2.253.50; stockers and feeders $3
Ferman
of Almstead,; 4X0. bulls $2.404; calves $3.50
Wardell,
Union county; David Baca, of San An- - 5 50. .western steers $3.50(5)5: western
tonio, Socorro county; Earl B. Nick- - cowa $3 50(5)3 90 '
lin, of Nara Visa, Quay county.
Receipts 4,000. Market 10
Sheep
New Agent for Southern Pacific.
centg lower; Mutton $4.255; lambs
A certificate has been filed in the
i5.256; .range wethers $45.25; .fed
territorial secretary's-officdesignat- - eweg J3 254 30.- '
ing J. A. Mahoney of Deming, Luna
Omaha, Dec.
county, as territorial agent for the 3i80o. Market slow to steady.
.

IF

A

1

Fo- R-

YOU ARE LOOKING

CHRISTMAS PRESENT

To send to Home Folks or Friends in the East that will
be appreciated, buy something in the line of FiJgrce
Jewelry, Mexican Drawn Work, Unmounted or Mounted
Turquoise or best of all, a Navajo Blanket. We have a
great variety of nice things appropriate as gifts.

ly reduced prices. While they last we are selling Chimayo
jjillow tops at 50 cents each, Mexican Drawn Work Collars
of turn-ove- r
pattern, at 10 cents each, and Souvenir Post-

J. S.CandelanO, Prop.

,

San Francisco Street.
Free souvenirs will bo given to the ladies during the week
between Christmas and New Year's. - ;
3

,

rl

.....

AT CflNDFLARIO'S CURIO STORE
301-30-

West-Souther-

toi
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SLOT MACHINES PROHIBITED TOO

NOTICE TO

SHAREHOLDERS.

,

The annual meeting of the share
holders of the First' National Bank of
(Continued From Page One.)
Santa Fe will be held at the banking
tended to allow to run open, the worst house, Santa Fe, New Mexico, at 3:30
form of gambling that Is known, and p. m., on Tuesday, January 14th, 1908.
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
the most dangerous form. My opinion is that these machines are deliberately constructed so that the player SPECIAL MEETING OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
loses as often as the owner of the
machine desires him to lose. In other
There will be a special meeting of
words, the machine Is a fraud and
worse than any other gambling there the Board of County Commissioners
is; and, furthermore, it Is the gamb- of the county of Santa Fe in the ofling on the small scale which takes fice of the probate clerk in the court
the nickels and dimes from the people house at 10 a. m., on Monday Decemwho would not be able to play at more ber 23d, for the purpose of transactrespectable games, if there is any dis- ing all business which may properly
tinction between different games. My come before the board and to close tip
judgment is that there can be ob- busines for the year 1907. Citizens
tained a slot machine which will rep- having business with the board will
resent every game there is, and If please take due notice.
I. SPARKS,
the authorities would allow these (Signed)
Chairman.
games to run undisturbed, and the
Attest: GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
law permitted it, the people of the
Clerk of the Board.
territory of New Mexico would be considerable worse off for this act deSubscribe tor the Daily New Mexinouncing gambling. Every saloon in
can and kpc the news.
the Territory would have a dozen different kinds of slot machines and it
would only cost five cents to play the
game.
"Aside from all of the above, I am
further of the opinion that these machines canot run or be operated in
New Mexico after January 1st, 1908,
because under section 5 of the act
herein referred to, all laws and parts
of laws authorizing the licensing of
gambling in the Territory of New
Mexico are repealed, and section 1306
of the Compiled Laws of 1897 makes
it a penalty for any unlicensed person
to keep or maintain
gaming apparatus of any kind whatever" so
there could be no authority in any officer to issue a license to run a slot
machine, as they have hertofore done
under Section 4152 of the Compiled
Laws of 1907."

DIjIZSiTII

Equipped for the treatment of medical and surgical and obstetrical cases.
Approved

methods

of diagnoses
Rooms steam heated

therapy.
electric lighted. No ' patients
contagious" diseases accepted.

and
and
with
Open

to all licensed practitioners.
Dr. J. M, Diaz, Pres. J. A. Rolls, Secy.

n

ctoitK

Pacific Railroad company
an- HtoArta
vice Seeman Field, deceased.
cows
4.25; range
and heifers $1.75
Articles of Incorporation.
2.60; scanners $1.252; stockers and
The following articles of Incorpora- feeders 82.500 4.2&! palvfis SSfi)K.7R!
tien have been filed In the office of bulls $1 503 50
-Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa:'
--r Receipts 4,500. Market' 10
Sheep
Telephone Com- 15 lower,
yearlings $4.404.80;-panyof business at wethers
place
Principal
$4.254.40; ewes $3.754;
Texlco, Roosevelt county. Territorial iamh8 $563)5 75
agent, i. k. ueagan, at lexico, vapv
tal stock, $3,000, divided into thirty
The New Mexican Printing ' Com"
shares of the par value of $100 each,
pany has ready and for sale
commenclpg business with $2,700. Oband correct compilations of the
ject, operating telephone systems. territorial Incorporation laws, ; price
Period of existence, hfty years. Incor- 75
cents, of the territorial road laws,
porators, C. C. Marshall and T. R.
60 cents, and of the territorial
price
Reagon, both of Texlco, and John
laws; price 50 cents per copy.
mining
McFarland, of Clovls.
These can be purchased by applying
In
or by mail at the office of
The seals and record books for no the person
company,
taries public for sale by the New Mex
ican Printing Company at very reasonable rates. Seals for Incorporated
Keep your imsiness ever Defore the
Companies are also handled. Call at publle by advertising in your borne
or address tb New Mexican Printing paper. A good advertiser always hai
Company, SanUt Fe, New Mexico.
lucoesi In any honest enterprise.

MINING COMPANY IN
HANDS OF RECEIVER.
N. M., Dec. 16.

Las Cruces,

I

FOR EVERYBODY

al Cards of City at 1 cent each. There are other bargains
for holiday shoppers.

-

Texico-Tucumca-

-

As a special inducement to Santa Fe people we are offering Holiday Goods of all kinds in stock at cost or great-

,
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Minor City Topics

to-hi- s

NUTS.

oaldence,
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The

creditors of the "Comanche Mining and
Smelting Company of Silver City, apParker
before y Judge
peared
and filed a petition of involuntary
'
r
bankruptcy. II. F. Ellard, of : Sil
ver City, was appointed temporary receiver. The defendants were repre
sented by Attorney Percy Wilson; of
Silver City, who - filed an answer de
manding bankruptey. The petition-- ;
era were represented by Bonham and
Flint, of Las Cruces,- and Quarrels,
Spence and Quarrels, :of Milwaukee,
,

.

-

--

Wisconsin.

'

'

-

K,7 ;'

..

for all purposes. The estimable
quality' and condition of all the
Lumber' we sell khas already
gained for us an extensive list
of satisfied customers.
Large
or small orders promptly filled.

ESTIMATES

FURNISHED.
NoVwbere wiJlyou 'find Lumber
J
of
The House
prices to evual ours. ' ,

CONGRESS WILL ADJOURN
SATURDAY UNTIL JANUARY 6.

Washington, Dec. 16.
today passed a concurrent resolution
providing for an adjournment next
Saturday until January 6,

.

